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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
The Varsity Outdoor Club, since its inauguration, has
"been growing in stature. Its yearly contributions to moun
taineering are maturing and continually increasing in mag
nitude.
In the past few years club activities have gained scope
This has resulted in several expeditions of considerable
success. The club consequently has attracted more experien
ced climbers w h o , in turn, demand activities suiting their
skill.
To record the varied activities, the Varsity Outdoor
Club Journal was instigated. Now in Its third year of publi
cation we hope that this club activity will be continued and
improved.
The most recent club effort is the committee, headed by
Dick Culbert, which was appointed to collect and organize
information regarding the coastal range of B.C. with the in
tention of compiling and publishing a Climber's Guide to the
Coast Range. This is a long-term project requiring the a s 
sistance of all the mountaineering clubs in B.C.
A project, which includes out-cabins and trail making
is underway. Concrete results will begin to show in the
near future. Several possible sites were reconnoitred by
the committee, headed by John Fairley, and in the fall of
i 9 6 0 the trails to Deek's Lake and to the Kulshan cabin
were marked. This project is a worthy one and should be
expanded.
It is hoped that the widening scope of club activities
will be advanced and improved by future members.
In closing, I want, first to thank the present execu
tive for their ready co-operation, their unselfish efforts
and their hard work. Secondly, on behalf of the executive,
I want to thank the whole club for allowing us the privil
eges of being of service to the club. We have sincerely
tried to fulfill our responsibilities.
BYRON OLSON
Pres.

1960-61.
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EDITOR'S MESSAGE

This year, in our third volume of the Varsity Outdoor Club
Journal, our main objective has been an attempt to improve the
literary quality of the reports.

We have done this with as

little change to the original text as possible in order to
retain the writer's style.

We have also made a few modifica

tions in the general organization:

i.e. an Index was added

at the end of the Journal, and a definite attempt at consistency
throughout the articles was made.

If y o u , the readers, have

any criticisms or ideas for future Improvements, we would
appreciate hearing from you in this regard.
SUSAN TATUM
Editor 1960-61.

EXECUTIVE 1960-61
PRESIDENT
. .
VICE PRESIDENT . . . . . . . . . . . .
SECRETARY . .
TREASURER
CABIN MARSHAL . . . . . . .
CLUBHOUSE MARSHAL .
CLIMBING CHAIRMAN , . .
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Byron Olson
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Jane
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Hugh
Dale

Muskett
Sharp
NayIor
Gillard

* * * * * * * *

CONSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES
The constitution again underwent Its annual revision.
Amongst a host of minor changes, mostly in wording, the Assis
tant Cabin Marshal became the Clubhouse Marshal, responsible
for the clubhouse on campus. The main purpose of this change
was to ready the organization to deal with the urgently need
ed new clubhouse; our present one is inadequate for a club of
two hundred members, and It is to be hoped that larger prem
ises will be obtained soon. Another change was the Journal
being removed from the Archivist's responsibility, and the
new executive post of Journal Editor being created.
The Climbing Report forms, Instituted by Karl Ricker
(President
to record information on individual moun
tains, were extensively revised and expanded by a committee
under Don Lyon. A Membership Directory, listing the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of all current VOC'ers was
produced, as was a Membership Handbook, which describes the
purposes and history of the club to new members. Late in the
Spring Term, a questionnaire was Issued to the members, ask
ing for comments on the club's functioning; several valuable
suggestions were received. The. $11,000 loan received from
the A.M.S. in 1 9 5 0 to build the cabin on Mt. Seymour Was fin
ally paid off. Bruno Engler of the National Film Board com
pleted a 16 mm. movie of VOG activities in Garibaldi Park en
titled "Fabulous Summer Skiing",, which was released in June;
we are indebted to the N.F.B. for a copy of this fine film.

'58-'•59)

Notice to contributors of the Journal:
Much needless work is given the editorial committee by
accounts which are either badly written or too long. It is
club policy to obtain journal reports from as many members as
possible, irrespective of the literary calibre of the reports.
The editors do not want to change accounts any more than is
strictly necessary, and therefore contributors are asked to
write clearly and concisely.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AND ANNUAL EVENTS
Sept. 25,

1959

SPLASH AND DANCE

5

Darlene Finlayson

This was again a success, A little bit of rain failed to
daunt the splashers and a goodly crowd gathered for the danc
ing.
Afterwards Sandra Caldwell's was Invaded for goodies.
Oct.

1,

CLUBS' DAY

D.A. Gillard

On Clubs' Day 1959, VOC found the Abominable Snowman and
won the Visual Arts Trophy for the third consecutive year.
The booth was an ice cave, complete with icicles and the abom
inable snowman - Willy Shuttieworth. Overhanging the booth
was a gigantic sign, strung to the top of the Armouries by the
cat-like Don Lyon. Outside, the usual equipment and rappelling displays helped lure Innocent young things (to a total of
over 200 applications) into the group.
Oct.

10,11,12.

LONG HIKE

Sue Tatum

In typical Long Hike weather - rain! - a hundred and
twenty hardy souls set out for the gymnasium at Upper Townsite,
Britannia Beach. This was to be our home for the next three
days. It was Long Hike Weekend, and our aim was to climb Mt,
Sheer. After dinner that night the new members were taught
the VOC dances and In a short while everyone was soon "saltydogging" around the gym. But, to bed early, because tomorrow
was the big day. The morrow dawned wet and uninspiring, but
out we went, after donning raincoats, hats and anything and
everything waterproof. After slogging through the mud and
heather a good number got almost to the top of Mt. Sheer. A
couple of exposed pitches made slippery by the rain, discou
raged some of the boys and almost all the girls from.going
right to the summit. One by one we returned - very wet and
bedraggled, but after dinner people began to liven up. For
entertainment we enjoyed a very good skiing movie and some
hilarious skits. After these were over, the dancing commen
ced. The next day the buses came to carry us back to Vancou
ver.
Everyone said goodbye, but the friendships made will be
remembered long.
Oct.

17,18.

SHORT LONG HIKE

Robin Clarke

The trip was unusual, and from the very beginning strange
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things started to happen...for one the bus arrived on time. Not
only that, the people also arrived on time and got on the bus,
strumming their guitars and singing songs. Clouds that had
been threatening to rain all day suddenly began to break, so
that by evening the North Shore mountains were clear. As we
rode up the chairlift the magnificent sight of the sun setting
on rain-washed Vancouver was sufficient in Itself to make the
trip worthwhile.
Next morning-what else-sunshinel
There is a tradition in
VOC that there is always sunshine for climbs, but this sunshine
neither ran down the mountainside nor soaked and dampened the
spirits of the climbers. The hike was no more than a walk, but
a very pleasant walk. Heather and the last remnants of. the
summer's flowers on either side of the trail gave the hikers
a sample of alpine meadows at their best. The boys could run
about burning up excess energy In the late fall a'lr while most
of the girls could get a feeling of achievement in getting to
the top of Mt. Strachan and still having enough energy to enjoy
the view.
The trip won't go down as the major event of the year. But
it did Introduce a number of people to the beauty and enjoyment
that can be found In nature and the outdoors.
Oct. 17.

FOOTBALL DANCE

Keith Allan

An enjoyable evening was spent dancing to the music of
John Fredrlckson and his orchestra. A slight shortage of girls
led to extensive bird-dogging by some members of the club.
Byron's apartment was later invaded for coffee and sandwiches.
Oct. 31.

HALLOWEEN PARTY

Anne Smith

Halloween night on Mt. Seymour found ninety VOC ghosts
gobblin' a tasty turkey feast brewed by the social committee.
After the traditional scavenging hunt a colourful fireworks
display in the parking lot was clouded by Carman's stink-bomb,
which sent smelly smoke billowing to Brockton. All the new
VOC cats were Initiated with the customary pranks and the witch
ing hour ended harmoniously at 5 a.m. as the spooks crooned
each other to sleep before a flickering fire.
January i960.

BAKER SKI INVASION

Dean Goard

Early Sunday morning, afore the tomcats were to bed, sev-

enty cool-cats, like two busloads, cut out for Mt. Baker, USA.
Like cats weren't the only things that cut this cool caper,
there were like bird-dogs and chicks et une caille. As we rol
led down the Hon. P.A.'s carpet, like bumpy, we sang songs like
cool. After devious shifts of pads, like sneaky, with most all
the dogs and chicks now together, like cosy, we rode to the
border. After the border scrutination: "Where were ya born?"
"Kimberley."
"Ya need a passport!", we bid adieu to Mr. Gaglardi's carpet and met Unca Sam's, like worse. After climb
ing, like easy we arrived at Baker at 10:30
a.m.
The snow was powder, the day clear, the weather cold, the
ski lessons like fabulous, the skiing like fun. The only a c 
cidents were like broken skiis and twisted knees.

i960 Goon Awards:
Cabin "Mistress"
West Van Parking Permit
Poet Laureate
Able Assistant's Cup
"Knee Caps"
Operator's Licence
"Hole in Sweater" Award
"Madam Award
Burping Cup
Engineer's Railroad Certificate
"Mother" Award
Operator's Licence Reinstated
Loving Cup
Gamekeeper's Licence
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Feb. 6.7.

STEVENS PASS SKI TRIP

Carman Smith
Dean Goard
Ian Stirling
Linda Griffiths
Sandra Caldwell
Jack Boulding
John Pringle
Sandra Ellen
Garry Cowan
Don Brown
John Dick
Carman Smith
Keith Allan
George Gowderidge
(Grudge)
Gillian Broatch

The first run was disastrous 1 Dale Gillard broke a ski;
Pam Thomas broke a leg; and John Pringle cut his head to the
tune of twenty-one stitches. Conditions at the top of the
lift were blizzardous, but they improved as you skied down.
Saturday night Bob Kersey and Keith Allan dressed up and
trotted around to each cabin looking for donations for the
rent of our cabins. Several other scroungers using Bob and
Keftth as a diversion were able to remove choice morsels from
each cabin. Even a chicken in the frying pan!
Later, George Hesselgrave, our traditional bus driver,
drove us all into Skykomish to the basketball game. During

the game Bob and Keith, still in full costume with a tin cup,
ambled through the Skykomishers' begging for alms. However,
not much response was obtained. After the game the whole troop
spread out on the gym floor and serenaded anyone who would lis
ten with VOC songs.
The high school had planned a dance after the game which
promised to be a flop as only about ten Skykomishers remained
for it. However VOC saved the day and made it a success with
fifty of us polka'ing around the floor. We then returned to
our cabins where sundry activities ensued. One cabin had an
oatmeal fight, which they found saved a lot of time in the
morning as breakfast was already in bed.
The next day was beautiful and sunny with fairly dry pow
der snow. Everyone skied a full day and was late for the bus,
but nobody minded because they were all late tool!
Feb. 2 1 .

DAM(N) DOWNHILL

Kim Deane

The annual Dam(n) Downhill alpine classic was held on Mt,
Seymour's Unicorn Run late in February. Course conditions
were excellent with packed fresh snow and clear skies. After
the competitors had completed their practice runs, for better
or for worse (John Ricker, attempted to remove a large spruce
tree from the vicinity of the r u n ) , Chief (of-course J Mr. B.
Kersey began the race sharply at 2 : 3 0 . The event went very
well and the calculating crew retired to the I.B.M. computing
centre £!!?) to process the results which were:
BOYS
GIRLS
Class A 1. .Kim Deane
Class A 1. Dianne Ward
2. Ian Stirling
2. Ginny Willis
3 . Fred Young
3. Cathy Finley
Class B: 1. Stu Fall
2. Don Lyon
3 . John Ricker

Class B: 1. Janice Stewart
2. Ann Prevost

Class C: 1. Hugh Naylor
2. Andy Zoltay
3 . Ray Hayes

Class C: 1. Vicki Husband
2. Bernice Anderson

March.

REUNION BANQUET

Ann Morton

VOC's annual spring banquet brought social activities of
the year to an enjoyable finale. Held again at the Swedish
Pavilion, the banquet provided an opportunity for old friends
to get together again for an evening of pleasure. After the
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dinner, Don Brown introduced the guest of honour and following
several short speeches Carman Smith was presented with his
silver pin„
Congratulations! Bristol Foster, a zoologist from
UBC, then gave us a fascinating and amusing talk and movie
about his trip to Africa,, India and other eastern countries.
Hours of dancing followed and the evening ended as usual with
after-parties and singsongs at various homes.
WORK HIKES

1959°

Holden
(Cabin Marshal)
The Cabin: Among the more noteworthy projects was the comple
tion of the parking lot trail, the pouring of a cement floor
under the overhang and the near completion of the basement
rooms. An attempt was made to paint the lounge, to finish
the interior staining, and to tidy up the outside trim.
Do

The Clubhouse: The Clubhouse, under the supervision of Sue
Tatum underwent a complete clean up. All the old furniture
was carried outside, rearranged and brought back in again.
In the interim, however, the walls were painted petal pink,
new curtains hung and a new set of rules was introduced.
The Clubhouse, in spite of continued crowding, Is an improve
ment over what it has been.
Out Projects: Club efforts were also directed to projects
away from the Clubhouse or Cabin areas. A group, under the
supervision of the Alpine Club spent a weekend clearing the
trail to Lake Lovelywater. Another small party spent a day
improving the Lion's trail.
ENTERTAINMENT

Byron Olson

The VOC played host to several outstanding slide shows
and movies with commentary during the past year. The late
John Owen showed slides of his expedition to Mt. Raleigh.
Barry Corbet, a Vancouverite who has made a name for himself
as.a guide in the Grand Tetons, gave a well paced and humor
ously commented slide slow of his first ascent of the South
fade of Mt. McKinley. At the banquet Bristol Foster show
ed a fascinating movie of his zoological collection trip
through Africa.
At general meetings the membership saw a variety of
slides and movies. Especially good were Carman Smith's
slides of the successful VOC expedition into the Premier
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Range. The quality of his slides was later demonstrated when
he received a number of awards in the photography competition.

I960

STEEPLECHASE

This year the Steeplechase, an adaptation of the set cross
country course around Goldie Lake, was a tremendous improvement.
It gave an excellent opportunity for the touring skier rather
than the downhill skier to "shine forth". The groups, put Into
teams, puffed down and around the course, stopping at various
places - if not for a i r , then to eat crackers and whistle. At
the time of publication the results were not able to be found.
GRAD MEWS
Pat Duffy is In his final year in working towards a Ph D.
in Forestry at St. Paul, Minnesota.
Edo and Doris (Eagle) Nyland is a District Forester with
Alberta Forest Service at Whitecourt, Alberta.
Larry Kennedy Is doing Regeneration and Silviculture at
Rocky Mtn. House for the Alberta Forest Service.
Gus Loman is working towards his Master of Forestry with
the Federal Government In Calgary. Forest Pathology Investi
gation, 102-llth St. E . , Calgary, Alta.
Dr. Neal Carter is retiring in 1962 and will then be re
turning to the Coast to live.
Norm Hansen is working for Cranbrook Sawmills and will be
at Parsons, B.C. this winter.
Carman Smith is now working for Eagle Lake Sawmills Ltd.
in Glscome, B.C.
Mrs. Phyl Munday has been visiting her daughter in Eng
land for a year.
Sev Heiberg is keeping busy in Ottawa by teaching five
Gymnastic classes.
Wendy Sutton is still teaching in Pakistan.
Al "Dick" Lazenby Is a recording engineer with Lansdowne
Recordings in London, England.
Philippe Delesalle [& wife) has opened his own Architect's
office in Calgary.
Art Wootton, in Europe for the year, is presentlyin Vienna.
Jerry van Tets is at Louisiana State University and will
be back in B.C. in June 1961.
Jerry Lou Simpson is teaching in Quesnel.
Peter and Chris Reid spent the summer travelling in Eur
ope and are now in Vienna also.
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Marilyn Abernathy (Ab) and Fran Magwood are both teaching
in Vernon, B.C.
Beth Chllcott is back on the mainland, teaching in New
Westminster.
Jack Boulding is spending a year touring Europe.
A n all Canadian group comprised of mostly VOC Grads are
planning a First Canadian Himalayan Expedition to the Karakorams
for a climbing and scientific expedition, from May to July
1962.
Those included in the plans so far are:
Dr. Fred Roots
Leader
Dr. Sev Heiberg
Director
Don Lyon
Quartermaster
Karl Ricker
Dr. Larry Fowler
Kim Deane
All of the group thus far have, at one time or another been
members of the V O C , with the exception of Dr. Larry Fowler who
is a graduate of the University of New Brunswick and who is pre
sently on a post-doctoral fellowship at the Institute for
Enzyme Research at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wise.
The expedition plans to use as much Canadian equipment as pos
sible .
Karl Ricker is In the Antarctica with the U.S. Antarctic
Research Program under Stanford University.
Registration Week

GARIBALDI

Janice Stewart

On Wed. Sept. 16 the first party left for Garibaldi on the
6:15 P.G.E. which left at 7:00.
That night they hiked from Gar
ibaldi station to the beginning of the summer trail - about an
hour's hike. Here Ken Ferguson and his harem — Janice Stewart,
Sandra Caldwell, Bernlce Anderson, and Darlene Finlayson -.bedded down for the night. It was a questionably restful night
sleeping on jagged rocks, being deafened by an overfed river,
and soaked by the dew.
The next morning Ken and Darlene headed towards the Barrier
while the rest took their time going up the summer trail. The
cloudless sky paraded the autumn colours to their best advan
tage and made the first view of Garibaldi Lake a breathtaking
picture. All members of the party were at the lake shortly b e 
fore noon. The rest of the day was spent at the QCA cabin
bundled up in cold sleeping bags.
After dinner Tom Widdowson arrived. He had taken the 10
a.m. train that morning, as had Lois MacQuarrie and Terry Brown
- who finally arrived at 11:00 that night.
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The next morning we woke up to find two extra pairs of
boots sitting beside the bunks — one pair abnormally large -Parker Williams and Kim Deane had arrived at
in the morn
ing.
The last party finally arrived after lunch that day —
Bev Campbell, Graham Dawson, and Robin Clarke. They had taken
the same train as Parker and Kim but had slept out on the trail
and not awakened until 11 a.m. - what hikers!
Needless to say It rained after the first day which put a
damper on any hiking but It didn't stop Robin, Graham, and
Parker from going for a swim. Glacier water Is so-o refresh
ing!
Have you any idea what thirteen VOC'ers are like confined
to one cabin for more than a day? Water and pancake fights,
sewn up sleeping bags--with people in, numerous bridge games,
rice, sugar, and board-filled sleeping bags etc. etc. One
can only take so much of this so we left a day early -- to
catch the 9 P.m. train on Saturday.
It was a rugged, rain drenched bunch that went home that
night but do you know something? It was wonderful!

3t00

Nov. 8 .

GROWN MOUNTAIN TRIP

John Dick

A group of fifteen of us took the lift to the Grouse Mtn.
Lodge, where after the usual haggle over the price of the
night's lodging we were shown to our rooms. Some of us spent
the evening in quiet meditation while others engaged in a
lively game of ping-pong until Hugh broke one of the two bats
and Ted crushed the only ball.
We arose at 7 : 2 9 Sunday morning eagerly anticipating the
new day which, even through the grubby windows of the wash
room, we could see had dawned beautifully. Breakfast was of
two kinds; inedible for
and unpalatable for
Being
typical university students, and therefore very poor, most
of us ordered the $0$ breakfast, envious of the few who found
themselves wealthy enough to afford the 90j^ meal.
We started out at 8:4-5 with our Water Board chaperone,
Harold Hansen, and by 1 1 : 3 0 we had reached the summit. After
spending a short time there, 7 °f
decided to climb the
Camel which turned out to be a very enjoyable scramble, e s 
pecially one pitch between the Camel's head and back.
Three-thirty found us back on the summit of Crown, and
after a short pause to rest and eat, we started back. On
the way down Don Lyon remarked that his pack seemed heavier
than when he had started out, but it was not until we reach
ed the lodge that he found to his own mortification (and our

50^

90jzf.

u

s
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delight!) that some gremlin had filled his pack with rocks.
It was darR (6:30) when we boarded the lift to return to
the cars, .but the sky was still clear. Above us the stars
blinked brightly while below was spread the multi-coloured
lights of Vancouver. The sight of the city made an appropriate
ending to a wonderful day.
Party: George Massey, Don Lyon, Hugh Naylor, Dean Goard,
John Soby, Asger Bentzen, John Beaufort, Ron Burgess, Tom
Widdowson, Steve Lower, Andy Zoltay, Ginny Willis, Ellen Adams,
Marilyn Jay and John Dick.

Dec.27 - Jan.2,

i960

MOUNT BECHER

(U500M

Sue Robinson

Five-thirty Sunday morning found seven sleepy people
boarding the boat for Nanaimo at the G.P.R. dock. Don Brown,
Dennis Holden, and Bob Jones were waiting when we landed to
transport us to Courtenay. Once we were there, the climb to
Jay Lodge was made without too much effort; nevertheless, we
did not heed any prompting to decide to stay the night. The
famous "cold shoulder" was received from the stoves and con
sequently supper was a little late. On Monday morning we
left for Becher cabin which we found in a "dilapidated condi
tion but after a couple of hours of steady work It was quite
comfortable. The rest of the day was spent skiing on the
hill behind the cabin. In the late afternoon Darlene and
Albert arrived.
At six the next morning Don's alarm clock rang and rang
and rang. Shortly after, a brave male struggled out of bed
and built a fire. The clock didn't have an opportunity to
repeat the performance because it suddenly disappeared early
in the afternoon. Don, Dennis, Andy and Ellen climbed to
the top of Becher to ski while the rest of us stayed near
the cabin. Supper that night was good despite delays, com
plaints and lack of confidence In the cooks. The evening
was taken up looking for a certain "torch", fixing Ellen's
trouble-making harness, and singing.
Wednesday morning we all climbed to the top to ski af
ter which Darlene, Albert and Jacque left for home. The
weather was clear and beautiful; the skiing conditions ex
cellent. Dennis unfortunately broke the tip of his ski,
after:.executing a beautiful jump, so the evening was spent
repairing it, using airplane glue, splints and a home made
vice.
On Thursday, New Year's Eve, the weather and the ski-
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Ing was again superb. At dinner time we had a four course meal
starting with a mysteriously concocted punch, continuing with
turkey soup, and a ham and finishing up with jello, fruit, and
cookies for dessert. Afterwards, we played cards, cat's paw,
and sang until midnight, when we all wished each other a Happy
New Year.
As Andy had to leave on New Year's Day, Don and Dennis
accompanied him down as far as Jay Lodge; the others: spent a
restful day near the cabin.
On Saturday morning we left Becher cabin about ten, and
stopped at Jay Lodge for lunch. From the lodge down the weath
er was miserable - fog and snow, but the trail was well packed.
In Courtenay we were served a most delicious meal by Don's
mother.
It was greatly appreciated. We took the nine o'clock
boat from Nanaimo and arrived in Vancouver with an inner glow
that more than made up for outward appearances.
Christmas 1959

SILVER STAR

(6280')

Ted Osborn

Ten VOC members and friends proceeded to Vernon after
Christmas and spent from three to seven enjoyable days skiing
in powder snow and sunshine.
The out of town skiers were boarded in private homes as
there was no single boarding house available.
Three feet of snow covered most obstructions and provided
good skiing. Linda Campbell-Brown kept everyone alert with her
screams as she schuss-boomed down the hill clearing all moguls
and carrying along small trees. Carman Smith also showed littl
respect to the beautiful park greenery.
No hikes were attempted as everyone seemed content to im
prove their downhill techniques on the poma lift. A party was
held on Boxing Day evening at the Coldstream Ranch, but lack of
energy and people dampened enthusiasm for any further parties.
The trip consisted of; Carman Smith, Linda Campbell-Brown,
Ken and Murray Ferguson, Bayne Vance, Jim Archer, Bernice Ander
son, George Massey, Robin Kennedy and Ted Osborn.

1959-60

BACK AT SUN VALLEY

Dianne Ward

This year's car-load of people headed for Sun Valley in
cluded Al Hall, Lou Moyer, Bobby Hutton, Judy Mohr and Dianne
Ward. As usual something always happens to delay the trip and
this year was no exception. Lou Moyer missed the plane from
Spokane and we were delayed six hours in Pasco while he drove
instead of flew. We arrived in Sun Valley to find there was a
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little more snow than last year - about four or five Inches!
The weather as usual was terrific as was the night life in
Ketchum; especially New Year's Evet This year, a favourite spot
in the morning was the new warming hut on the top of Baldy. It
usually took us about an hour to warm up and watch all the ski
instructors collecting their pupils. Our trip was highlighted
by the arrival from Alta, Utah, of the newlyweds, Anne and Stu
Fall. They spent a memorable night in a cabin with seven of
u s . Heather Scott (now Baker) had a buffet supper and slide
party on our last evening in Sun Valley--a wonderful way to
end another wonderful ski trip to Sun Valley.
Dec, 26-Jan.

3, i960

BANFF SKI TRIP

John Ricker

The best time of the year to learn to ski or to Improve
one's skiing is undoubtedly during a holiday period in which a
week of consecutive skiing is equivalent to numerous one-day
stands in the months following. With this in mind, I went
along on the Banff ski trip; about 25 others were along also,
for this and more nebulous reasons. Most of the group were
from Vancouver: Hugh Naylor, Jean Sharp, Ginny Willis, John
Pringle, Bob Kersey, Sue Tatum, Ann Smith, Sandra Caldwell,
Roy Hyndman, Barb Whitaker, Sandra Ellen, Sandra Bell, Pam
Thomas, Fred Young, Reg Wild, Keith Allan, Bruce Ward, Barb
ara Laws, John Kirk, Roger Young, Mary Norman and Mike Kemble.
These people and myself took the C.P.R. train to Banff.
Others who joined us at various times were John Dick, Parker
Williams, Byron Olson and Karl Ricker (on occasion).
The group did not have any particular schedule but was
flexible under the leadership of Bob Kersey and Sue Tatum.
Most of us visited several of the ski areas in Banff Nation
al P a r k — m a i n l y poma lift, chair lift, and rope-tow skiing,
but we did manage two short touring days.
A Brewster bus took us to Sunshine Lodge for a day of
unrusting. This area is at an elevation of 7©00' situated
south-west of Banff near the B.G.-Alberta border. It prov
ed excellent for beginners, with gentle slopes and fine pow
der snow around a rather gutless poma lift. Sunshine area
usually has the best snow conditions of the Banff resorts
and is ideal for ski touring. There is also a snowmobile
run for the more advanced skiers, but still the facilities
are mainly for beginners-Hrfealthy ones at that.
The second day a party of fifteen set out (via Brew
ster monopoly) for Mt. Temple Ski Lodge which is east of
the Lake Louise Junction. After annoying the proprietress
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of the Lodge by using their lunchroom as a food distributing
center this same group struck out for Halfway Hut, a distance
of about 2 miles up the Corral Creek Valley.
Halfway H u t , which barely held the fifteen of u s , was the
scene of numerous escapades and much merriment. The first
evening at about midnight a band of intrepid ski instructors
and lodge workers numbering six, attacked the cabin disguised
as the "Ghosts of Skoki Pass". Karl thought for a while that
they were disguised as squirrels In the chimney since one had
climbed onto the rooffcand was making much racket indeed; the
others were content to knock icicles off the roof and moan in
the distance and weren't so intrepid aftftr all. Karl, myself
and Byron got up to investigate and after being appropriately
bewildered, we attacked with water buckets. The ghosts were
dressed in white sheets and had sprinkled tomato sauce around
the cabin and chopping block to resemble blood. The effect
was real but the relationship to the- legend was obscure. The
ghosts were finally subdued, invited in for tea, and left with
the vagaries of the weather, since no one seemed to be in the
mood for partying. The next day saw us hiking to Temple to
ski on the poma l i f t — g o o d skiing, tedious line-ups.
On our second day there, a small group skied
the 5 mile
downhill run from Temple to Lake Louise and Whitehorn Sedan
Lift (excellent packed slope near the top but towards the se
dan lift snow became spotty). Several of us tried the sedan
l i f t — i n part to harass an infamous ski patrol type — (K.
Ricker)--and agreed that the runs were good. But the terrain
at the bottom lacked snow and for some perverse reason decid
ed to go uphill for a little way. However, the sedan lift
has great potential once the upper section is completed. That
evening the 25 people converged back In Banff once again, be
fore the New Year's Eve dispersal tovvarious parts of the
town. We managed to find time to celebrate both B.C. and
Alberta New Y e a r ' s — w h i c h has its distinct advantages.
On New Year's Day some members were up early and off to
M t . Norquay to ski. The others were delayed through sleep
(it Is rumoured that Reg did not awaken until 4 p.m.) and a
mix-up involving numerous skis and p o l e s — i t seems that some
low-down snake had ta^en the trouble to mismatch all skis
and poles available, creating much confusion.
Mt. Norquay is the finest ski hill in the Banff area,
but unfortunately snow was scarce this year and on each down
hill run my skis were mysteriously attracted to every avail
able limestone boulder. The skiing is finest before noon;
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then it seems the hordes arrive from Calgary and anyone of mo
dest skiing ability Is over-run by experts charging down on
all sides. All those who tried It will agree that the best
ski run was the North-American down to the highway.
On January 2, most of the company spent a delightful fin
al day in the mists and snows of Sunshine area, touring up to
Brewster Rock for the view of Mt. Assiniboine which appeared
vaguely etched In the southern sky. On the way down Byron
managed to twist his ankle in the wind crust. He was hauled
down in a chilly ski sled and patched up with first aid, wine,
women and eventually song.
Parting with Banff powder snow was difficult, especially
when one has to face a winter of Vancouver (wet) skiing. Few
of us were ready to face school again no matter how exception
al the Christmas examination results were, or lack thereof.
Jan. 23-24-

MANNING PARK

John Pringle

Party: Donald Brown (leader), Andrew Zoltay, Dennis Hol
den, Gerald Van Tets, Charles Boyd, John Pringle, Susan Robin
son, Jeannette Kuzenko.
The trip began auspiciously outside the clubhouse on Sat
urday afternoon, when the two girls, on being asked which car
they preferred to travel in, loaded their baggage in one car,
and themselves in the other. To make up the deficiency, John
picked up a hitch-hiker (female) outside of Acadia Camp, who
said, "You must be the V O C ? " "Yes." A long pause, usually
described in these accounts as significant.
Ejecting the hitch-hiker, the cars proceeded independent
ly over slippery roads to Hope, where supper was obtained at
the Caribou Cafe and Don showed a marked partiality for bread.
Upon setting forth again, Don stopped suddenly at an inter
section, and received suitable retribution from John in the
shape of a small dent In his rear fender. From driving too
slowly, Don changed to driving too fast, with the result
that on hitting a patch of .black ice he made sundry unpremed
itated rotations and finished up pointing the right way on
the wrong side of the road. Both.cars did eventually arrive
at the campsite, a gravel pit about half a mile beyond
Allison Pass.
That night, the tent was slung between the two cars and
everyone slept in it, except John, who wanted to sleep in
his newly acquired machine. Early the next morning, after an
eight inch snowfall, the party breakfasted on bacon and eggs
cooked on three primi inside the tent- Those at the back
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found the atmosphere hot, while those at the front were reluc
tant to open the door and receive the full benefit of the icy
blast—some discord was occasioned by this divergence of opinion.
After breakfast, the party headed northward up the Similkameen River, led by Jerry and Chuck, bound for Three Brothers
Mountain. The night's snowfall, aided by a conspicuous rise in
temperature made the going very heavy. After 2\ miles, the
party turned northeast up the second tributary and the going im
mediately became steeper; this was acutely felt by those without
skins and Jeannette turned back. We continued in the same dir
ection for about \\ miles until the lateness of the hour (2 p.m.)
and doubts about the route (which was In fact correct) called a
halt. Returning without incident to the cars, and with a pause
at the Caribou for Don to consume more bread, the party returned
to Vancouver.
March 5-6.

ATTEMPTED SKI ASCENT OF MOUNT BAKER

Jane Muskett

Leaving the cars at 6 p.m. we set out in the rain and soggy
snow. Near the end of our 8£ hour, 6J mile "hike" we were all
wet and dripping, and had to wait for the trail breakers often.
Asger didn't mind the waits though, for he has a knack for fall
ing asleep in his skis. Dennis Holden kept us cheery with "Oh
what a time I had with Minnie the Mermaid", while Don Lyon's
"twenty minutes more" turned out to be two hours more.
Wee Hawkinl We piled into Kulshan Cabin at 2:30 a.m., ate,
dried out, and finally turned in at 4:30. Then there were
middle-of-the-night-lnstructions given by Don Lyon on making
papier mache bottles. Hmm--these overworked teachers!!
As Sunday morning was sunny, Dennis and Asger climbed as
far as Colfax Peak (9443'}. The rest of us got up somewhat la
ter and ate. We had steak and Gill's jaw-jarring Logan bread;
also tea that looked ghastly and tasted worse, but maybe that
was because socks and jackets had been dripping into it. Mean
while, Don, John, Dick and Dave MeRae lived true to form and
with the aid of three inch wide adhesive tape, again proved to
be menaces (by taping Gill and Jane together at the wrists.-Ed.)
Later on, we climbed up above the tree line and had some
good runs back to the cabin in deep powder snow. We left about
4 p.m. and once we were on the road we had a lovely ski down.
It was a frosty, moonlit night when we reached the cars and
just then John Dick decided that a quart of milk would taste
good. Fifteen glasses of milk, one confused waitress, and two
hours later, eight of us left Abbotsford, With J. Pringle Esquire
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at the wheel we flew home in no time, thus ending our wet week
end.
March i960

SKY PILOT

Parker Williams

Most of VOC'ers on this Sky Pilot jaunt left Vancouver on
Saturday afternoon and evening and slept in the cabin that
night. The climb from the upper Britannia townsite to the Sky
Pilot cabin was done after dark in two to three hours. The
skiers were*. Don Lyon, Gerry Van Tets, Steve Lower, Tom Wid-r
dowson, Ron Werthner, Andy Zoltay, Asger Bentzen, Parker Wil
liams, Betty Dlshaw, Carol Conte, and Sue Robinson. The wea
ther on Sunday was excellent-but the snow conditions were not.
The previous week had been clear and the temperature high and
low daily. The snow conditions were varied; crusty, fluffy
and mushy, making skiing dangerous. The group split, most
climbed to the base of Mt. Sheer while several toured towards
the Ben Lomond area.
The only tragedy occurred when Park's car arrived at the
Upper Townsite and Steve discovered his skiis had been left
leaning against a fence at ficadia Camp.
It was discovered when we discussed equipment that var
ious people had borrowed practically all of Jack Boulding's
equipment. We had his skiis, boots, poles, skins, gloves,
sleeping bag and air mattress. We all agreed that despite
snow conditions, we had enjoyed a fine day of ski-touring.
Mar. 12-13

FORBIDDEN PLATEAU KANDAHAR

'Pauline Glossop

With the usual feverish haste, fourteen VOC'ers boarded
the Princess of Vancouver on Friday night for a trip to the
Forbidden Plateau. After a rapid ride from Nanaimo to Courtenay we arrived at the C.R.A. hall at 1:30 a.m. After the
usual rousing 2 a.m. basketball game, peace blanketed the
apparatus room as seventeen bodies snored harmoniously.
Saturday morning dawned bright and clear, and after a
hearty breakfast at the Poole's we headed for the Plateau
and skiing! The party split up, with some skiing at the tows,
and some hiking up to Lookout while Ellen Adams, Andy Zoltay
and John Pringle hiked another two miles up Mt. Becher. Soon
hunger called and a community supper was cooked by Betty
Dishaw, Susie Leuchte, and myself. As the hour of ten ap
proached a few people decided on a trip up to the Lookout to
go skiing in the eclipse of the moon! Others drank tea and
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went to bed.
Sunday morning and typical Kandahar weather--sun, hail, fog,
and a white-out. Everyone arose early with some going up Becher
again. As the big race began at 3 p.m. Brownie was still going
up as the racers were coming down - naturally!.
However, those
who arrived just for the r a c e — n a m e l y Karl Ricker, L.C.B., Stan
Volmers and "traitor" Beth Chilcott did quite w e l l — f l a s h i n g
through the finish gate 'specially for George Railton's camera.
Meanwhile Brownie and Ann Prevost appeared to have got lost (not
together) as the last racer had supposedly gone by, but in the
distance a grinning Brown appeared wondering if the race was
still on and insisting that two minutes and twenty-five seconds
be taken off his time. About 20 minutes later Ann appeared com
plete with pack. She had given up the race when her boot came
unlaced. Note: K. Ricker made his best Kandahar run e v e r —
actually stood up all the way.
Owing to much confusion in the timing, the results were
not available immediately and probably never will b e , but here
is a little sense out of the mess: first was.Herb Bradley of
Courtenay, second, Stan Volmers (Nanaimo), and third Karl Rick
er (Nanaimo). As VOC is not an Island club we could not enter
officially as a club.
After a wonderful supper at the Poole's and tea at the
Ricker's' we caught the boat home with not a minute to spare.
The many suntanned anc< happy faces were testimony to a wonderful
weekend.
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CLIMBS BY THE VANCOUVER SECTION
Peaks

Altitude

Grade

Rainier
Baker

14,410'

3
3

Glacier Peak

10,778'
10,436'

2

Wedge Mtn.

9484'

2

Sahale Pk.
FrostyArrow smith
Brunswick
Hanover
Golden Ears,
(Blanshard)
Edge
Habrich
Ben Lomond
Red Mtn.
Dickens
Peshastin Pinnacles

8715*
7900'
5964'
5855'
5730"

3

2

32
2

5500'
2-3
5000-5500 * 32
5500'
2
5300
2
5300'
4200'
2?
4-6
1
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Remarks
via Paradise Valley
3 attempts; 2 skiing un
successful, poor weather
reached
on N.ridge
on skis-blizzard
poor weather; N.
Garibaldi Park
Cascade Pass area
good hike, Manning Park
clouds,cold,Vancouver Is.
rough bush, Howe Sound
NE of Brunswick

9000*

Fraser Valley
near Blanshard
4th ascent-bushy
Sky Pilot area, hiking
Sky Pilot area, hiking
bush nightmare,Indian Arm
Cascades,near Wenatchee
- 5 towers, mostly grade 6

Garibaldi Park - unusual spring climbs.
Wedge Mtn.
James Turner
Mamquam
Phyllis' Engine
Tent
Black Tusk

8500'
8475'

2-3
2-3
2-3

7900*
759^'

2

'9484'

8300-8400' 4-6

thwarted, bad weather
almost,poor weather.Easter
poor weather, defeat
fresh snow on rock,defeat
from Garibaldi, snow
North Pk. Rotten
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April 15-21

NORTH GARIBALDI PARK TRIP

Don Lyon

Early in the spring term I started dropping hints about a
trip to northern Garibaldi Park at Easter, at which time I had
ten days holiday from teaching. Most people had exams, but Dave
McRae had dropped out of UBC to make money; not finding any to
m a k e , he agreed to join me in an assault on as many peaks in
the Park as possible. The plan was to take the P.G.E. to Parkhurst, climb up the Wedge ridge to the Wedge-Weart col and then
turn southwards to Wedge Pass. Crossing this, we proposed to
climb the peaks in the Spearhead Range (Blackcomb, Trorey, Pat
tison, Tremor) and then those in the Overlord-FitzsimmonsDiavolo complex, before crossing the Cheakamus River and Deso
lation Valley to the QCA cabin on Lake Garibaldi. Sixty miles
or so in a l l , with the prospect of fifteen ascents if every
thing went according to plan.
I headed for the train on Good Friday with a "showery and
colder" weather forecast as a portent of things to come. Dave
got on at Garibaldi, and we continued to Parkhurst, where, by
sad error, our maps and aerial photographs were left on the
train. That night found us at 3500' on the Wedge ridge, after
five hours of climbing and skiing. A further 8£ hours of
strenuous skiing the following day through a series of cliff
bands brought us to a long flat area at timberline, (about
6000') where we made our second camp.
Sunday morning dawned dirtily, with three inches of new
snow to add to the winter's supply. Consequently camp was
broken late, and we struggled over a preliminary col at 7500'
to make our third camp in the glacial cirque immediately north
of Wedge; the 6:30
p.m. temperature was a cool 1"+ F. and the
weather w a s , as usual, poor. However, the next day looked
p r o m i s i n g — W e a r t was almost visible and so was a wolverine
which crossed the glacier not far from u s . By the time that
we got to the top of the Wedge-Weart col we were greeted with
a ferocious blizzard. Heading Into it blindly, we eventually
came to a flat area where we made camp, not having the slight
est idea where we were but hoping it was Wedge Pass.
A clear and fine Tuesday morning enabled us to relocate
ourselves and enjoy the scenery at long last. We found that
we had camped right beside the triangular lake west of Mt.
James Turner, which looked Invitingly close. As Dave's har
ness had given out, we set out at 9:30 a.m. on foot and by
11 a.m. we had reached the base in deteriorating weather. Our
route lay up the south side via a minor ridge (grade 3) keep
ing clear of some very steep snow slopes. On occasion the
0

powder snow reached hip depth, but it was light enough not to
impede progress. We ate lunch behind a minor peak, and look
ing over the back of this found ourselves immediately above
Fingerpost ridge. The summit appeared to be 50' higher to the
east of us so we cramponed over and were on top by 2:15 p.m.
We wired our cairn report to a protruding rock and left as the
weather had degenerated to a fierce blizzard. Our descent took
us slightly east following small snow patches among the rocks
(grade 2) and camp was reached by 5 P- Wednesday morning greeted us with the usual weather, so
we packed up and after repairing Dave's harness set out for
Wedge Pass and Parkhurst. We had lunch in the pass, but dusk
found us still far from civilization so another camp was in
order. Thursday we followed the north side of Wedge creek,
occasionally sighting very old blazes, until the skiable snow
began to give out. Then followed two hours of misery as we
crossed and recrossed the creek, until we finally pushed up
on to the Blackcomb ridge where we found some old logging tra
ces and skiied down. Much to our joy we found the large pat
ches of wet moss almost as fast as the snow. As Dave's note
book says: "About 5*30 p.m. we reached the powerline road
and trudged back to Parkhurst. It wasn't long Until the train
came in and we were on our way home--Aaah! by golly!"
Conclusions:
1 . A party of two is too small for a trip such as this.
More people help spread the load and remove the nec
essity of carrying so much heavy hardware for safety.
2. Easter touring can be chancy on weather.
3. A good mental picture of the' area is essential.
4. All equipment should be in good order; a repair kit
is essential.
m

NOTE: Not until much later were we able to determine just
what the climb had accomplished. After contacting Dr. Neal
Carter, a pioneer In exploring and photo-surveying the area;
we found that Instead of the summit, we had reached a point
just above Fingerpost Ridge, a minor peak on the summit ridge.
April 29-May 1 .

A TRIP TO THE STATES

Ted Stevens

Exams were over, so Dick Culbert, Ian Faulks, and Ted
Stevens decided to take a short holiday before survey school
started. They left for Seattle right after the last exam on
Friday, and that night slept In the bush along Aurora Way.
Saturday morning theft! climbed on Monitor Rock in Long Park
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until the Co-op opened.
After spending all their money at the Co-op they headed
east over Stevens Pass. A good look at Mt. Index told them
they were Insufficiently equipped for an attempt, so they push
ed on to the Peshastin Pinnacles. These are great sandstone
spires rising out of the orchards and hillsides about twenty
miles west of Wenatchee.
They scrambled up to the first peak of Orchard Rock, and
Ted climbed the second peak, belayed from the first. Then
after eliminating the Trigger Finger, they headed up the Din
osaur. Culbert led, as he is a master of the friction hold.
Having reached the high point without any serious difficul
ties, they rappelled down and headed back to the car, as the
sun was disappearing.
After a stop-over in Wenatchee, Dick headed the car north
to Okanagan, west to Twisp, and down the road to Gilbert, the
gateway to the Kangaroo Range in the east Cascades. They
slept somewhere in Okanagan National Forest, and in the morn
ing drove down the road until stopped by snow. After slogging
a further nine miles through the snow, and still not reaching
Gilbert, they headed back to the car.
Stopping to climb rock faces and burned-down cabin chim
neys along the way they returned to Twisp and then drove home
via the Hope-Princeton to Vancouver. The "Three" flopped in
to their beds at three Monday morning, after a long (1100
miles in 2^ days) but successful trip.
Spring
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GARIBALDI SKI TRIP

Cathy Finley

Garibaldi at last, and after all those weeks of cramming
for exams - no wonder everyone set' out so gleefully! Even the
Barrier couldn't dampen the spirits of VOCers, in or out of
condition. Trips in broke all records; groups took from five
to thirty-three hours, in blazing sun, driving rain, at midday
and midnight.
The first arrivals set out immediately on the preliminary
4 mile canter across the lake, bound for the Sphinx Glacier
and Bookworms. The party soon discovered that in Garibaldi,
large hats make good baskets, water buckets, windbreaks, fo
cussing aids for colour slides, and they do discourage sun
stroke. On the glacier the weather socked In, so the left
'Worm was climbed in thick cloud and the group skied down
chain gang style through the mist, and so home to the cabin.
As more members arrived, parties set out on all the tra
ditional Garibaldi trips: Panorama, with the north face Inches
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deep In powder, Mt. Carr, the Helm Glacier and Gentian Peaks,
and Ht. Price with National Film Board photographer Bruno Engler. We posed for many a yard of Bruno's films, uphill and
down, around cornices, and in gullies.
Meanwhile, several groups climbed Tusk and one group of
three "elephant tracked" up, without skis, to climb the Bish
op's Mitre. They predicted that It would be easier to tear it
down. Another group made the trip to the foot of the renowned
Phyllis' Engine to watch Sev Heiberg, Ken Baker, and Adolf
Bauer, a visitor from Ottawa attempt to scale the end pinnacle.
It was a strenuous day for the climbers, and very entertain
ing, though cold, for the rest who crouched watching from
below.
As the weather grew worse, long trips were greatly cur
tailed although general activities didn't suffer. Ski enthu
siasts slalomed with Bruno, while other groups "Guided" each
other through the mists on Mt. Price, or looked for Taylor
Cabin. (Peoples du^ holes in lakes this year too, but Jack,
your aquatic prowess disappointed us), A wet day In the cab
in was almost as strenuous as a fine day's climb. Sev soon
had nearly everyone grunting and gasping, some more success
fully than others, while he taught us all sorts of springs,
tumbles, leaps, and balances from his gymnastic repertoire.
And on wet days, how we ate! The helicopter airlift
was highly successful; even those horrible powdered eggs
arrived intact. There was even enough for the ravenous
Mamquam group who tottered In late, one night screaming for
food and keeping the cooks floating in bacon grease and cold
dishwater 'til the wee small hours.
After the exertions of the day, the evenings were devot
ed mostly to more relaxing pastimes. For less vigorous
types, if they weren't busy nursing sunburns or blisters,
there were endless games of bridge usually involving Grudge,
Honeychile, and many swiftly slaughtered learners. Members
got together for sing-songs led by John Ricker and clarinet,
or recounted the highlights of the day's trip. There were
always new plans to be hashed and rehashed, lunches to make,
equipment to prepare.
Sad to say, the weather didn't improve and all too soon
people began packing for the trip out. They all left group
by group to start on summer Jobs, leaving the lake and cabin
for the martens and whiskey-jacks until next year's invasion.
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May 1-4

SKI ATTEMPT ON MOUNT MAMQUAM

Ann Prevost

Each year when VOC returns to Garibaldi the favourite
peaks and ski slopes are enjoyed anew. But there is always
the lure of the unvisited peak and a desire to see more of the
Park. This year our ambitions focused on seldom visited Mt.
Mamquam (8475') in the southeastern portion of the park, and
also M t . Wedge (8484') in the extreme north (see following
report).
Our party of seven, Don Brown, John Fairley, Sev Heiberg,
Gillian Broatch, Jane Muskett, Barb Whitaker, and myself left
Diamond Head Chalet at noon for Mamquam Lake. It was almost
dusk when we reached the ridge above the lake. From there we
dropped 150Q'in mungy snow to the lake at 4090'. As we made
camp the clouds cleared and Pyramid M t . , which rises steeply
from the lake-shore, .glistened in the moonlight.
The clear sky was only temporary and the next morning we
awoke to a feeble drizzle. We decided to do a reconnaissance
anyway. Crossing the lake, we traversed around the shoulder
of Pyramid and down Into the valley bottom, at 3500'. Heading
up Skookum Creek, we came to a large snow bowl surrounded by
steep rock and snow slopes, rising steeply for a 1000' before
disappearing into the clouds. Our problem was to find a route
from the floor of the valley up to the Mamquam snowfield. The
only obvious one appeared to be at the head of the valley, but
before we could get there the clouds and rain descended on u s .
Unable to see anything we turned back. Just as we got to the
bottom of the valley we heard a shout In the trees. Hurrahl
It was the rest of our crew, Byron Olson, John Ricker, Ken
Baker, Andy Zoltay, Carman Smith, and Asger Bentzen, who had
come across from the QCA cabin. Our riotous crew was now
complete.
May 3 dawned even foggier and wetter so we abandoned all
thoughts of climbing and started breaking camp for the long
trek over to the cabin. .Ken established himself as an A+l
pig, with his policy of don't carry i t , eat It NOW! We cross
ed the neve''in a complete white-out but the clouds must have
been very thin for it was h o t , h o t , hot. Unanimously we
halted: shorts came out, pants were rolled u p , and shirts
came off. Carman, sporting purple pyjama pants, a yellow
shirt, his bashed up nose and that fantastic peddler-style
pack w a s a sight to amaze even blase"VOCerst
After what seem
ed an eternity we reached the Divide and the famed Pringle
Ridge; so named after that very Individual who had distinguish
ed It with his presence only a few days earlier.
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While vie "teaed" and cooled our tootsies by running ar
ound barefoot, the weather lifted revealing the snowy splen
dour of our surroundings. Before long Ken was persuading
people to stay up for another night in order tp climb Garibal
di.
At supper that night a new brew was invented; to one
large billie of tea add 1/3 lb. honey and 1/8 lb. butter.
Up there it tasted delicious.
May 4 we awoke to a clear sky and the unforgettable
sight of Garibaldi bathed in the rosy pink of sunrise. It
was the kind of day when you feel sorry for those poor peo
ple who never climb. Garibaldi was climbed successfully by
all and the first rope down climbed the Tent too. All day at
about
there was a layer of clouds from which Mamquam
Lake never emerged at all, but here and there the higher moun
tains floated above like ships on the sea.
We reached the QCA cabin about 9 p.m. where we gorged
ourselves for a couple of hours and kept everyone awake with
our Pringle Ridge brand humour. Although we didn't make our
peak we saw a new portion of the Park and had a good trip in
spite of the weather.
We would advise any future group planning a ski ascent
of Mamquam to camp in the snow bowl or in the valley below.
Even from those points it would be a long climb.

5000'

May 6

MT. WEDGE ( 9 ^ 8 4 ' )

John Pringle

The desire to explore fresh woods and pastures new in
spired seven VOC'ers to plan a ski ascent of Mt. Wedge, the
highest peak in Garibaldi Park. Through an unfortunate series
of incidents, (including some fantastically heavy rain), the
expedition did not even get started. Only Steve Lower and my
self reached Parkhurst, and while Steve went home on the mid
day train to dry out, I explored the lower part of the Wedge
ridge (snow level
and checked the existence of the path
marked on the map to the south of Wedge Creek. This path does
not exist anywhere near the power line and since there is much
new growth in the nearby woods, It would appear to have been
obliterated. I also amused myself by climbing the
plus
hill behind Parkhurst, which is fiendishly difficult, as it
has 'n' summits, all heavily wooded and all about the same
height; so to be on the safe side, I.climbed the lot.

3500')

2500'

May 7 = 9

GARIBALDI "ONE-DAY" EXPEDITION

Ted Stevens

The "Three" had another bralnwave--a one-day trip into
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Garibaldi. The idea was to rush into Garibaldi, climb the
Bishop's Mitre (a pinnacle on the face of the Black Tusk), and
get back to Vancouver in time for survey school on Monday. So
Saturday afternoon Dick, Ian, and Ted headed for Garibaldi in
Foxie's little Austin. About 11:30 p.m. they left the car at
the foot of the Black Tusk Meadows Trail and set out for the
Barrier.
Climbing the Barrier without ski.s was not difficult as
the crust was solid, but by the time the trio reached the Les
ser Lake, the temperature had risen, and the snow was very
soft and deep. They reached the Airways cabin about 5 a.m.
Sunday exhausted.
Later than morning, Dick and Ted tried to cross the lake,
but the Ice had turned to slush and they got wet. At a coun
cil of war they decided to play hookey and climb on Monday.
An afternoon's relaxation and a night's sleep worked won
ders, and the trio set off at 4:30 a.m. Monday, and the base
of the Tusk was reached in short order. A quick survey showed
the Mitre almost impossible, both to reach and to climb. It
hung halfway up the north face and appeared very rotten and
unstable.
After climbing the Tusk itself they surveyed the second
peak. The climb looked almost Impossible so Culbert decided
to try It. Ian and Ted lowered him bodily into the small col
between the two peaks, and he then literally dug his way up
the rotten rock to the peak, as the others gasped at his dar
ing techniques. He rested for a moment, then scrambled down,
and starting climbing up the face of the main peak. This was
most difficult and his belay turned out to be more of a sup
port than a safety line. After Dick regained the main peak,
the trio headed back to the lake. The snow had gone soft,
and it was a long slog back to the cabin. The trip home was
uneventful, except that the Barrier was in a gay mood, and
constantly moving.
May 20-23

GLACIER PEAK (10,436*)

Barb Whitaker

At 6:30 p.m. Friday, May 20, John Pringle, complete with
top hat, picked up Jim Archer, Byron Olson, Steve Lower, Gill
Broatch and me (Barb) and we were off to Glacier Peak in Wash
ington. With J.P.'s excellent driving we reached Darrington,
a town east of U.S. 99 between Bellingham and Everett at 10:30.
We pitched our tent in normal VOC weather (rain) at the Whitechuck campground just outside of the town. Saturday morning
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we drove to the end of the Whitechuck Spur road, and at 11:30
started up the trail—packs and skis on our backs. Everything
was mushy, wet and dripping, except John Pringle's silicone
waterproofed top hat. After a five mile hike, the trail on
the ground had a disagreement with the trail on the map, so
after some deliberation, we chose the latter and started up
the spine of Kennedy Ridge, our immediate objective. Up we
went, branches catching at our packs, skis, and ice axes, and
slapping across our faces. Finally, at the top while we were
reviving ourselves, Byron scouted ahead and found the trail
about 30 feet In front of us. We hiked on for about a J mile
and set up camp, still well below the tree line.
With perfect weather, we started out on Sunday at 7 a.m.,
skiing along the spine of the ridge until we reached the "ob
vious tree line where we stocked up on calories and candies—
one for every thirty paces!! Our route then led along a snow
covered ridge to a potential (!) avalanche slope along which
we traversed before we began a long slog through fresh snow
up the Kennedy Glacier. About two hours behind us were two
ACC .Vers and a Seattle-ite trying for the first ski ascent so
it was an exciting race for the summit! By 2 p.m. we had
reached nearly 9000 on the north ridge, with a long way still
to go, when it started to snow and blow, the fog rolled in and
we had a real blizzard. To climb to the peak now was imprac
tical, so we reluctantly turned back. Following our tracks
down we found they stopped at an avalanche, and 100' across
came out again, so out Game the cameras! Back at camp we lit
a camp-fire, dried out our food and cooked our socks! On
Monday morning we broke camp and headed down the lovely trail
on Kennedy ridge that we should have come up on. Upon reach
ing the Whitechuck River we decided it was time for entertain
ment, so crossing the river we followed the trail to Kennedy
Hot Springs. Here we really saw nature in the raw in the form
of frogs and J.P. Pringle. The frogs were in a nearby pond
and their activities kept us fascinated for an hour. Kennedy
Hot Springs is actually a bath-tub size 6 foot hole in the
ground filled with murky chunks of sulphur. Into this went
J.P. and top hat. The trip out was motivated by the thought
of milk shakes so we sped out to the car. Thus ended another
fabulous VOC weekend.
1
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May 28-29

MT„ DICKENS (4200'J

Byron Olson

Barbara Whitaker, Andy Zoltay and I took the Harbour Navl=
gation's Scenic Tour No. 2 to Wigwam Inn at the end of Indian
Arm, with the intention of finding a suitable long-hike locat
ion. Arriving at Wigwam Inn, we discovered a little game-keeper
who answered our inquiries about trails with horrifying warn
ings about goats and bears. His hair-raising tales frightened
us so much that we immediately started up the well-used tourist
trail to the viewpoint overlooking the Fall of the Spray-ofPearls. About 200' above this, the route deteriorated to the
most magnificent "bush-wack" of the summer.
Barb, being sensible, chose to stay at the top of the water
fall and view the world, while Andy and I, being proud and power
ful, pushed on—and pushing on is an understatement. We battled
our way through Devil's Club and slide alder, mixed with mud,
snow and general steepness. 'Vegetable belays" on root-encrust
ed overhangs were common. At 7 p.m., after 4 hours of bushwacking, we reached the lower of the two summits on the crescentshaped ridge. The view was magnificent as the weather was clear
and warm.
A quick descent brought us to camp just as darkness closed
in.
Heavy rain and fog the following morning made us abandon
ideas about Mt. Felix and instead we got soaked rock-scrambling
in the Spray-of-Pearls Canyon.
Mt. Dickens is named after the Mr. Dickens who built Wig
wam Inn In 1909 and landscaped its gigantic garden. The latter
is falling to ruin from age and lack of care, thus losing much
of its original rustic charm.
June

11-12

GOLDEN EARS AND EDGE

(5500')

Don Lyon

All concerned looked forward to the trip Into "those peaks
east of Seymour", and on June 11 a crew of six set out in John
Pringle's car. John Fairley and ACC Vice President, Roger Neave,
had preceded us by one day with nasty Intentions for the face of
Edge. They were defeated by an awkward chockstone but climbed it
successfully by another route.
After fording Gold Creek there was some confusion as the road
forked. However, the right fork proved the correct one and we
were soon camped beside a party of BCMC'ers in the bowl below the
Ears (north side). Sunday morning, we departed at 7 a.m. and
climbed the treed ridge on the northwest side of the valley.
This took us on snow all the way, right below the East Ear, which
was easily ascended via the south ridge by 1100 a.m. We were
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met on top by Pringle, who had dashed ahead and already done
the West Ear.
After a leisurely lunch on top, Fairley and Pringle and I
followed the ridge out to Edge, only a short distance to the
south, which was reached in if- hours via a steep snow gully.
Interestingly enough, the original record dating from 1 9 3 0 was
still in the cairn. On the descent, we retraced our steps to
the Edge-Ears col, and then climbed down a 5 © degree snow
slope Immediately below the face of Edge until it narrowed to
a gully crossed by a prominent bergschrund. Passing this, we
enjoyed the longest and most fantastic glissade ever. By
5 : 1 0 p.m. the trio had rejoined the others, camp was broken
and Vancouver was re-entered with growling stomachs and glow
ing faces.
June

1 8 - 1 9

MT, ARROWSMITH

Ted Stevens

( 5 9 6 4 ' )

In Its usual colorful style the Vancouver crew of VOG
trailed off the Friday evening CPR boat. Waiting in Nanaimo
was the Port Alberni detachment, consisting of cars and trucks,
plus Bob Jones, Gordon Blake, Ken Pearce, "Soup Canpbell, and
Ted Stevens. Jane Muskett, Bob Wootton, Ian Faulks, and Darcy
Goyette wandered in from various points on the Island.
Sometime later, after visiting Dairy Queens, gravel pits,
asphalt plants and such, the mob congregated at Ted's place in
Port Alberni. After a prolonged goodies ring, everyone even
tually went to bed (on porches, lawns, floors, etc.)
We were off and up the Arrowsmith trail by 8 a.m. and ar
rived at the cabins about 1 0 a.m. "Soup", Gordon, Ken and Bob
remained behind to work on their cabins. Also staying behind
were Eva Lyman, Gerda Bury and Grudge. Jim "Forgot m'bOQts"
Archer had stayed at Sproat Lake. The remaining 1 6 headed up
the West Spur. By the time the hardy crew broke through the
timber line, Old Mother Nature was whipping up a welcoming
committee; the wind from the Stawamus Chief, the fog from the
west coast, the updrafts from the Lions, and the cold from a
night in Garibaldi. A body couldn't see ten feet and what
could be seen was becoming covered with snow, ice and frozen
fog. Juergen Doering, Bob Wootton and Betty Dlshaw headed
back to the cabins. The rest continued on to the top of the
West Spur, where they stopped for lunch. Dave McRae proceed
ed to ignite any existing vegetation with his poorly trained
Primus. Then he poisoned everyone with his tea(?).
Time:
about 1 p.m.
George Massey, Sandra Caldwell and Jane Muskett decided
11
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to climb Cokley (a peak beyond the head of the West Spur). The
others proceeded to drop off the West Spur down onto the Saddle,
across the Saddle and up a fairly steep snow slope to the first
peak of Arrowsmith, then up and over the second and third peaks,
around the side of the fourth, across a small col, and then—
towering above somewhere in the raging storm stood the main
peak, 5964'. The fog cleared for a moment, and we quickly roped
up. The top was reached in about twenty minutes at about 3 p.m.
Those who made it were: John Pringle, his ragged frozen beard,
Barry Nixon, Ellen Adams, Lesley Keith, Ian Faulks, Darcy Goyette, Al Hall and Ted Stevens. Weather: raging freezing fog
storm. It cleared just long enough to see the Alberni Valley,
the east coast of the Island, and part of the Sechelt Peninsula.
Then—more fog. Al Hall's comment, "There's something I like
about this mountain—it must be the view."
After a brief stay we headed down and back to the West
Spur. To our surprise, coming up the snow slope on the first
peak was Andy Zoltay. He and Jean Sharp had come over from
Vancouver early Saturday morning. So Andy and Ted Glimbed up
to the top of the second peak while the others continued on to
the West Spur. When Andy and Ted got up to the top of the West
Spur, John, Dave, Ian and Darcy were returning from the peak of
Cokley, 5100'. After a bite to eat we returned to the cabins
and road from which we had departed 12 hours earlier.
Various people arose at various times on Sunday and wander
ed out to Gordy Blake's place on Sproat Lake, where we were ,'
joined by Beth Chilcott and Jim Stevens. Bob Jones and Soup
Campbell had their boats and skis handy, so most of the day was
spent water-skiing, water plowing (Dean), rain-bathing and
skin diving (Ian and Darcy).
After a big meal of chile con carne, courtesy of Ted's and
Jim's mother, the cars headed for Nanaimo. A new record was set
all cars reached the boat fifteen minutes before departing time.
Thus ended the annual invasion of the Alberni Valley.

June 25-26

Mt. HANOVER (5730') and MT. BRUNSWICK (5855')

Andy Zoltay
On Saturday afternoon six of us (Dean Goard, Jim Archer,
George Massey, Barb Whitaker, Byron Olson, and myself) left
Vancouver in Dean's car for Deeks Lake. Following Don Lyon's
sketch map we finally found the right logging road, which al
though rough, was passable for about a mile. Leaving the car
here, we hiked through the late afternoon sunshine to the first
lake which we reached in 3^ hours. Following the advice of some
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suddenly exclaims "is a bowline the same as a G-string?"
After adjusting his tweed cap and shaking the dew from his
hoary beard the director straightened her out.
The scene slowly, but slowly shifts from bed to breakfast
and we next see the group "shooting" (cameras) from a vantage
point on the park highway, i.e. "You guys line up and let me
get a shot"--this line was repeated thirteen times.
The next tableaux presents a scene reminiscent of Stone henge on a frigid, cloudy day. Eleven cold pilgrims stand,
rooted at attention, in a large circle, while with ritualis
tic demeanour they each in turn recite the creed:
"Prussiks have I, and Garabiners two,
An axe that's strong and a rope that's new," etc. etc.
The high priest, who wears a green cowl and a Smoky Bear hat,
hears each in turn and with reluctant blessing gives ordin
ance that all may proceed to the domain above.
SGEME II: Dusk at Camp Muir (10,000')
Once more bodies are strewn about, this time on snow,
and considerably more fatigued. However, a golden sun is
setting on a sea of clouds below and on the horizon the jut
ting cones of Mts. Adams, St. Helen, and Hood are seen. Above
rise the ramparts of Rainier with their guardian Gibraltar
Rock. A soft feminine voice bellows "Where's the John?" and
fades away into the night. (This scene was supposed to have
taken place on the Fuhrer's Finger route but due to fog this
was not possible.)
SCENE III: The Climb
Part 1: The author being chastised, "What do you mean
it's only 1 a.m."
Part 2: A clear but chilly day finds Jim Archer leading
on the standard route around Gibraltar Rock. Everyone walks
around the crater rim at 14,400' without getting blown away,
and the "Femme Fatale" got her mountain. Time was taken for
a lethargic snooze on top. It was horribly hot coming down,
with Gibraltar letting fly with showers of rock.
Part 3: Back at Camp Muir, behold the three Morales
show up from below, in shorts, and still looking good, al
though halfway up!
Part 4: Triumphant Return with a cast of 10,000 staring
tourists. We spend the night at a secluded (according to the
Morales) public campsite beside a rushing ? stream, well,
trickling? Well, anyway you could wash your plates in it if
you didn't plan to eat off them again. The silence of the
night air was broken only by the shouts of the 10,000 and
their children.
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fishermen we found an old miner's cabin and George and Dean
set out to try their luck with a line but had no success. After
summer we sat around a campfire and waited for the other party
(Stu and Ann Fall, Ann PrevostJ who arrived quite late.
Next morning, we awoke to cloudy weather, but five of us
decided to explore further. At 9 a.m. Jim and I crossed the
first lake on an old raft while Byron, Barb and Ann Prevost
bushwhacked around the edge. As they were making very slow
progress, we decided not to wait for them but continued on to
the second lake which was still frozen. Passing the waterfall
between the second and third lakes, we soon saw the lower
slopes of Mt. Brunswick ahead, the peak being lost in the
clouds. Climbing up some fairly steep snow slopes, we reach
ed the summit in an hour, where we ate some cheese and cookies.
Descending, we got involved with a rock wall which necessitat
ed a detour, but after two hours of following the BrunswickHanover ridge we arrived at the top of the latter. Visibility
was nil, so we almost descended into the wrong valley by mis
take. However, following a steep snow gully, we returned to
the campsite at 5 p.m. where we found Byron, Barb and Ann,the
others already having left. Back at the cars, we found that
Cathy Finley and Ann Charlton had come up, and that the fish
had not been biting at all, so we returned home without any.
July 1st

THE MT. RAINIER SAGA

Dave Kennedy

Director: (they always have beards and tweed hats) J.(for
John) Pringle.
Stars:
Jim Archer, Barry Nixon, Byron Olson , Helmut Krutz,
Jerry Stolar, Dave McRae, Bob Duncan, and starring Ellen
Adams, alias "Femme Fatale".
Narrator: Dave Kennedy
Morales: (Whatis a morale? Something that looks good down
below and wears shorts I) Ann Prevost, Barb Whitaker,
Alison Dunham.
Cast:
staring tourists.
Villian: The Park Ranger
SCENE I: (We should say pad!) Nisqually entrance to Mt.Rainier
Park (6 a.m.) Our drama opens on a chilling scene—bodies
strewn on the ground, personal belongings lie in great disarray
disseminated over the steaming grass, a hushed fatigued voice
mumbles, Lyon isn't here so we might as well use his new pot
to cook mush in," Stolar keeps repeating "shift at 1 0 m.p.h.
and 23.009 m.p.h." (He had just driven Krutz's W . bus). Adams

10,000

M
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SCENE IV: The Morales have won out and we too are in shorts
and also shirtless. Sunburns much! After a couple of hours
of high financing we take a short hike, an even shorter swim
in Reflection Lake and then wend our way round the park and
out the White River Entrance and home.
Climbing Notes: Prom Paradise Valley, we aimed to cross the
Nisqually Glacier westwards and camp about the 10,000' level
and then climb up the Puhrer's Finger to the summit the follow
ing day. Owing to the fog between 6000' and 8000', we came
out too far up the Nisqually and after an abortive attempt to
cross it, retired to Camp Muir and the Gibraltar route.
Supper was cooked on.kerosene stoves, which showed signs of
being temperamental, probably due to the 10,000' altitude.
The climb began at 3 a.m. by crampooning over the frozen
snow of the upper Cowlitz Glacier to the base of Gibraltar
Rock. Removing crampons, we negotiated the ledges on its
southwest side just as dawn broke; some people 'wished they
had kept their crampons on for the ledges had icy patches
where meltwater had frozen. Replacing crampons, we started
up the final slope which presented no difficulties but re
quired frequent rests as altitude effects began to tell
above 12,000'. The summit was reached about 9 a.m.; the
view was magnificent in all directions as there was not a
cloud in the sky.
Coming down we found the snow melting fast on Gibral
tar and rock was falling freely. The icy patches on the
ledges had changed to raging torrents as we raced down them
roped and cramponed; fortunately nobody was hit by flying
rock. Below Gibraltar, the snow was very soft, so crampons
were removed for the return to Camp Muir which we reached
about 1 p.m.
J.P.
July

9 & 10

MT. HABRICH

(5500')

Byron Olson

A great mass of people left Vancouver on Saturday in
three cars, followed by two more on Sunday morning, to make
the fourth recorded ascent of Mt. Habrich, the pyramidshaped peak east of the Stawamus Chief. The first ascent
was made by an unknown party {record in the cairn was obli
terated). The BCMC claim the second ascent on May 1 1 ,
i960, while the third ascent was by three members of the
U.B.C. Chemistry Department on June 19, i960.
Turning off the highway just short of Squamish, we
drove up the logging road as far as we could, and then pro
ceeded along it on foot to the base of Habrich's northeast
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ridge- Finding an old rock quarry, we ate our meagre rations
and settled down for the night, under the twinkling stars, after
the "get up" time arguments had been resolved.
Early next morning a voice was heard; someone was looking
for boots or something. Activity increased, and soon a long
line of climbers was crossing the creek and battling Its way up
through the tangled brush. So dense was this (and pictures
taken at this time will verify this), that we never saw each
other again until reaching the meadow at the foot of the summit
pyramid. Jim Archer then proclaimed that the ridge was to be
used and anything else would be cheating; a few followed Jim's
example, but the majority preferred to cheat. We were soon on
the summit, where Barry Nixon found a comfortable rocky perch
and refused to move—it later turned out that his pants were
badly torn. Barry descended last!! The descent was made via
as many glissading slopes as we could find. Ellen Adam's shen
anigans on some pinnacles were recorded on film without her
knowing it. A considerable amount of horseplay, Including
some first ascents of large boulders, occurred before we reach
ed the cars and headed for home.
Those gaining the summit were: John Pringle, Jim Archer,
Betty Dishaw, Cathy Finley, Andy Zoltay, Ellen Adams, Barry
Nixon, Barbara Whltaker, Porters to high camp (tree-line) were
Jerry Stolar, Elaine Stolar, George Massey, Bob Wootton, Ann
Prevost and Dean Goard (organizer).
July 16-17

LAKE LOVELY WATER

Tom Widdowson

A number of us — Ellen Adams, Bernlce Anderson, Jim Ar
cher, John Pringle, Tom Widdowson, and Andy Zoltay — thought
we would make some use of the trail which the VOC helped build
In a work hike last fall. What with the heat and a late start
and so on, It turned out to be a rest week-end, although it
wasn't originally planned that way. Saturday evening we camp
ed near the outlet of the lake and admired the view — a bit
more crowded than Garibaldi. Sunday morning we bushwhacked
along the north shore of the lake, and while Jim and Andy
charged part way up Alpha, John and Bernlce did nothing in
particular, Tom did even less, and Ellen engaged in the intre
pid sport of catching mountain water beetles (much fiercer
than the lowland variety). If people want to climb anything
during a weekend at Lovely Water, they should be sure to get
around the north shore of the lake before they camp. Indeed,
it might be a good Idea to make a trail along there.

July

30-31, i960

SAHALE PEAK

(8715')'
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Betty Dlshaw

John Pringle, Jim Archer,Steve Lower, Tom WIddowson,
Ellen Adams, Betty Dishaw.
The Cascade Pass Area
is located southeast of Mt.
Baker at the head of the Cascade River (North Fork). It is
reached in approximately five hours from Vancouver by follow
ing U.S. 99 south of Belllngham, and then turning east through
Sed.ro Woolley. The road, from Marblemount onwards is unpaved
but satisfactory, except for the last mile beyond the Johannes
burg viewpoint, which has some steep, sharp turns.
Our group left Vancouver about 1 0 a.m. Saturday in John's
ever-mobile auto, and reached the pass area by mid-afternoon.
We immediately sought the trail to Boston Basin, on the
approach to Forbidden Peak, with which Jim was familiar; but
after passing the Gilbert Mine and climbing a rock slide, - 0
trail was found. Nevertheless, with apologies from Jim. for ,
the inconvenience, we lunged upwards, "trail-less". In three
hours we reached an ideal campsite at the edge of the alpine
meadows, water being supplied by a melting snowfield. A long
evening ensued, In which we set up camp and ate luxuriously;
Ellen, In her untiring search for insects, made us well aware
of the population thriving beneath our feet.
Our 4 ^ hour climb on Sunday from camp to Sahale was over
Sahale Arm (slides of large, well settled rocks); across a
flat glacier with a few crevasses and up rock (grade 3 in
part) to the summit. Though clouds shuttled below us, we
spent the day in sunshine. The bench mark incorrectly labels
Sahale Peak, "Boston", a near-by mountain.
An easier approach to Sahale is the Cascade Pass Trail
which leaves a few feet down-road from the mine. It approa
ches the peak from Sahale Arm which offers suitable spots for
camp-sites, but has less shelter.
. A delightful group of mountains, each one unique, makes
up the Cascade Pass area. In view from Sahale are Johannes
burg with Its hanging blue glaciers, Boston, a heap of for- .
midable rust-colored rock; dome-topped Spider, Buckner with
rugged Rip-Saw Ridge, leading to it as well as many others.
Glacier Peak, Baker, Shuksan and Rainier (on very clear days)
are visible in the distance. Cascade Pass was agreed to be
an area well worth exploring.

(5392M
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Aug. 6

BEN LOMOND (5300') and RED MTN.(5500')

Ann Prevost

The group consisting of Andy Zoltay, Jim Archer, Ellen
Adams, Jean Sharp, Tom Widdowson, and Ann Prevost left Vancou
ver Saturday evening and hiked into the Sky Pilot cabin by
moonlight.
Sunday morning we breakfasted and ambled off to Mountain
Lake. The trail wound up through the heather slopes and rich
green flower-spangled meadows—no bush-wacking today! Prom
here a rocky ridge led us to the foot of Ben Lomond, which is
of a sugar loaf shape and rises 400' above the surrounding
country. Twenty minutes of scrambling put us on the:, summit
by noon. While eating lunch we admired the view as it was a
clear brilliant day; 2000' below us lay Loch Lomond. To the
left we had excellent views of Mt. Sheer, Sky Pilot, CoPilot, Ledge and Habrich. Further in the distance we were
able to distinguish numerous peaks in Garibaldi Park: Mts.
Pyramid, Mamquam, Castle Towers, Isoceles, Parapet and
Crosscut Ridge. Having descended Ben Lomond we decided to
climb nearby Red Mtn. also. The complete lack of bush-wack^
ing must have bothered Jim Archer, for coming down he tried
his hardest to find some, and had us descend a small cliff
by swinging down the branches of some overhanging trees. ..
Being rather warm, we took a quick swim in Omer Lake in the
valley between Red Mtn. and our ridge of the morning. Later
we regained the ridge by means of a boulder-filled creek, and
returned to Mountain Lake for another even quicker dip
brrr—it was cold! Our next swim in Utopia Lake proved very
enjoyable as the water was a more reasonable temperature-. A
quick supper at the cabin ended a delightful day.
Sept. 3-5

WEDGE MOUNTAIN ( 9 W )

. Ellen Adams

Participants: John Pringle Esq. (leader), Tom Widdowson,
Dave McRae, Jim Archer, Bert Parke, Rick Walton, Peter Koch,
Ellen Adams.
Our departure from Vancouver occurred early Saturday
morning, by John's and Bert's cars. We raced the' P.G.E. train
to Squamish'where we were to board it,- only to learn that the
early train, already jammed, could not accommodate both us
and our packs. The next train, true to tradition, was infurlatingly slow - we could have made better time by dog team.
The journey was enlivened by playing bridge, eating, reading
the paper and clobbering each other with ice axes. Disembar
kation at Parkhurst took place around three p.m.
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Led by Dave we began our hike up the west ridge of Mt..
Wedge, scrambling through the bush until at 6:30 p.m. John,
Dave, Rick,Peter and Tom decided to pitch camp where they
were. Jim, Bert and I were somewhat ahead, and since we had
found a good campsite on a little knoll at
we were re
luctant to return to the others. The two parties therefore
camped separately for the night.
We awoke the following morning to the sound of rain
drumming on:the tent, and a feeling of dampness in our sleep
ing bags. By 9
the weather had cleared considerably,
the mist parting sufficiently to give us tempting views.of
our goal: lower down, the valley was enveloped in dense fog,
and our companions apparently slept on, oblivious of the
sights they were missing. The three of us started out,
reaching the base of the peak in fair time, and continuing
up over loose lichen-covered rock. A blizzard struck us
about 2 0 0 ' from the top, so we lost no time in covering the
last bit, and immediately started down again.
As we descended, the snow became very wet, and in re
cord time we were drenched to the skin and chattering with
cold. By this time, visibility had become extremely poor,
so previously established landmarks could- not be seen. As
the compass could only give us approximate direction, and
our campsite was pretty secluded, a bivouac seemed likely.
However, after blundering up and down ridges, trying to
establish some familiarity with our surroundings we were
guided back to camp by the shouts of our comrade John.
Thanks to him, we were spared a miserable night out In the
rain. The others, having abandoned the idea of climbing
Wedge, had amused themselves by scrambling around at the
lower levels.
Shivering, we crept into our sleeping bags after a
delicious meal of curry, rice and stew. The entire next
morning was spent in drying out our things and breaking
camp. About noon we rejoined the others and, persuading
them to break up the card game, we all tramped out. Sev
eral pleasant hours were spent beside the rushing waters
of Wedge Creek, waiting for the train, which duly carried
us back to Squamish and the cars.

6000'

Sept.

10-11

MT. FROSTY

(7-900')

Jean Sharp

John Pringle, Pete Koch, Ginny Willis, Jean Sharp all
left Vancouver about noon Saturday in John's car and ar
rived at the Cambie campsite in Manning Park about dinner-

time. Next morning dawned fine and clear and as John began to
take the tent down about 6:30 a.m., we had no other choice but
to get up. After breakfast we set out in the car and drove
down the highway to. the garbage dump about half a mile east of
the lodge. Passing a sign "Stay in Car, Bears are Dangerous"
we parked the car and started walking. It wasn't long before
GInny had found a fresh bear print In the mud, but luckily we
did not meet the owner. Walking up the road for about lj
miles, we reached the Frosty Trail which was good almost all
the way and made a very pleasant hike, winding alternately
through pine trees and alpine meadows. We arrived at the first
peak of Frosty about 1 p.m. and ate our lunch under a hot and
cloudless sky. The next peak was too far away to attempt It
in the time we had. The descent to the first creek, approxim
ately a mile from the bottom, was rather hurried as we were
all rather thirsty. We arrived home safely after rather exten
sive testing of John's brakes.
April

23-24.

April

30-May

John Pringle, Steve Lower, Ann Prevost and Roy
Moody, following J.P.'s navigation (not quite on
the nodule, this tlmel) finally reached Kulshan cabin late on
Saturday night. Sunday morning, Ann Prevost led off at such
a cracking pace that Roy couldn't keep up and had to turn back
--unfortunately, she led off In the wrong direction, (I resent
this!-A.P.) so everyone had a good look at the Black Buttes
from Heliotrope Ridge, before returning to the right route.
Below. Colfax Peak the weather deteriorated, whereupon the
party turned back; a ski got away from Steve Lower and he had
to chase It half a mile down the glacier before retrieving it.

1:

Kim Deane, Parker Williams, Roy Hyndman,
George Massey, Janice Stewart, and Sandra
Caldwell couldn't find the cabin on the Saturday so they had
to make a cold, cold bivouac on the trail, Sunday they got as
far as the base of the Colfax Peak before turning back.
May

21-23:

May

28-29:

Ellen Adams, Linda Campbell-Brown, Dave Kennedy
stayed in,the Sky Pilot Ski Club cabin and skiied
the surrounding slopes. The weather was rainy at first, but
improved on the Monday when several fine runs were enjoyed in
a bowl on the north shoulder of Mt. Sheer.
John Dick, Don Lyon, Jean Sharp, Gill Broatch
made a long hike reconnaissance to Woodfibre,
where they were met by John Bastin, the school teacher, who

drove them to the end of the
the Woodfibre Ski Club cabin
bed to Woodfibre Lake, where
Snow level was about
was supplied by John Bastin,
much appreciated.

3000'.
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road. They spent the night in
at Henriette Lake, and them clim
they turned back in rain and fog.
On the way home, a turkey dinner
whose aid and hospitality were

June 4-5:

Nobody had any money, so a trip to Seattle's Co-op
and Monitor Rock was abandoned, and everybody went
to Mt. Seymour cabin instead; A specially selected team con
quered Mystery Mtn.. at 8 p.m. on Saturday, and this remarkable
feat was followed by the ascent of Third Peak on Sunday; some
good glissading being found on the back of Second Peak.
July

23-24:

Tom Widdowson, Jerry van Tets climbed Mt. Ford,
southeast of Chilliwack to visit a friend in
the forestry lookout on top.
Aug. 13-14:

Ellen Adams, Betty Dishaw and non-members Jim
Archer, Gerda Bury and Helmut Krutz drove to
Twin Lakes, north of Mt. Baker on Saturday afternoon. They
hiked to an abandoned mine where Ellen acquired a few odd
bits of iron-ware to add to her collection (seems there was
nothing else she could lay her hands on). Sunday was foggy
so the party climbed Mt. Winchester by various routes and
talked to the fire warden on top.
Aug.

20-21:

Aug.

27-28:

Ellen Adams, Betty Dishaw, Jim Archer, Helmut
Krutz, Gerda Bury and Bill Butler drove on Sat
urday to Kulshan cabin. That afternoon, they held an ice
school on the glacier, and Jim, having thoughtfully brought
them, skiied. At 7 p.m. Jerry van Tets, Dave McRae, George
Gowderidge, Barry Nixon, Bob Duncan, Jack Oswald showed up
after a spending spree in Seattle. Next morning, it poured
with rain, so all thought of climbing the mountain was ab
andoned, and the first six retired to Silver Lake, which
they rowed around, thanks to the generosity of Jim's lady
friend with the boat.
Tom Widdowson, Ellen Adams, Jim Archer, Bert
Parke, Helmut Krutz, Dick Walton, Barry Nixon
and Gerda Bury drove as far as possible up the Diamond
Head road in Helmut's VW Microbus, and then hiked to the
meadows beyond the lodge, where they camped. Next morning
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the weather was v i l e — r a i n and f o g — s o the party retreated to
the "bus and returned to Vancouver where a party was later held
at Ellen Adam's.
Sept.

10-11:

Byron Olson, Ellen Adams, Jim Archer, Bert Parke,
Allan Reynolds, John Stacey and Helmut Krutz,
slept Saturday night on the Shuksan trail past Lake A n n , it
being the only flat place on the hillside. After an early
start on Sunday, the party climbed, via the northwest ridge,
to within 200'- of the summit, where it was decided to turn
back, as/time was running out, and the rocks were liberally
covered with ice.
June 25-July 2

THE PREMIER TRIP

John Fairley

Everybody except Bob McFarlane had arrived at Valemount
by Saturday noon but as Bob had had troubles at Quesnel arran
ging an airdrop it was expected that he would not arrive for a
day or two. A coin decided that it was the author who had to
wait and Ken Baker, Dennis Holden, Alec Faberge and Carman
Smith (leader-organizer) started off for the Canoe River V a l 
ley. Up to this point weather prospects had been rather damp
and disheartening, but a few rays of sun brightened the fore
cast. Bob arrived Sunday morning with the news that the air
drop had failed, the PGE had misplaced his pack, and the sup
plies from the abortive airdrop would arrive at Te^te Jaune
Station in two days time.
Tuesday was a busy day. We picked up the supplies at 6
a.m., drove to Valemount and up the road washout in the Canoe
Valley. Here the trek up the north.side of the river started.
The first five miles walking along the logging road was a
morale booster for the next twelve. "A picture is worth ten
thousand words"—-unprintable words. By evening however, the
West Canoe Glaciers lay just a few miles ahead. With the
weather improving and the white peaks and glaciers of the
Premiers showing, the valley really was beautiful. .Travell
ing on Wednesday, was more pleasant, and we easily gained the
1 8 0 0 foot level to the main camp beside the icefall on the
West Canoe I Glacier. Alec met u s : "Looked all over for the
a i r d r o p — w h a t h a p p e n e d — g o t any food?" Later Ken, Carman,
and Dennis wearily came in. Eleven hours of fine climbing on
a ridge of rotten rock, Ice and soft snow had put them just
short of the summit of Pyramid
but time and condi
tions had made it inadvisable to continue. The next day four
of us set out. In slow succession M t s . Thompson, Pyramid,
;

(10,500'),

Crescent and David were left behind on our right. We had had
to drop -a thousand feet from the Ma.tterhorn-Pyraraid col to the
Canoe II Glacier, and soft snow in the Canoe II icefall made
the going awkward, so it wasn't until 5 p.m. that we split at
the Canoe Il-Raush II col. Alec and Carman went to Apex; Bob
and myself to David. On the southeast; ridge of David we en
countered a bit of rotten rock and some ;snow. Then we were
on the summit In a snowstorm at 7 p.m. (a first ascent?10,400')- Ken and.Dennis, leaving after us, had climbed Lit
tle Matterhorn (a second ascent-9350'), so everyone,felt
rather pleased. On Friday we broke camp and went up over the
T&te-Canoe Pass, across the T£te Neve~ in brilliant Weather,,
down past the east side of the "Cleaver", the knife of rock
which splits the Ice flow like- a submarine surfacing, and./'"
. finally 'down to the' snout of the T§fce; Jaune Glacier.'Saturday
morning dawned golden .on.Mt. Robson to the northeast, and we'-.. •
walked, or rather waded, towards It for the first three miles
down Sand Creek, away from the -Premier's-.
\.A great'deal of credit for success of a good trip is
often due to those who were not along. ;:Ann Prevost made-up
our food list, arid with the help of Gillian Broatch," bought
and packaged it. The Blom family .of Ifalemount gave us won
derful hospitality and a roof over'our.heads. ' Dirk.Blom with
-his jeep and his knowledge of roads, old trails, and cabins
..helped greatly. Many thanks.
:

:
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CLIMBS BY.THE KOOTENAY.SECTION
Peaks
Pigeon Spire
Gladsheim

The Steeples
Bohr.
Pharoah Pks.

Altitude

10,250'
••92751

Grade

?

Remarks
SW Ridge, Bugaboos
stopped by.Gwillim CK bush,
ran out of town, 2 attempts
Valhalla Range
North Pk. Purcell Range
Gwilllm Ck.bush, within
of summit
east ridge; possible 1st
ascent. Purcell Range;
Toby Ck.

9200" .3-4 ,
8500-9000' 2-3
2000'
8000-7800' 2

SUMMER ACTIVITIES OP THE KOOTENAY SECTION OF THE VOC,
Parker Williams.and Kim Deane
The Kootenay section of the VOC was born In the summer
of 1 9 5 9 when Jack Bouldlng and Kim Deane, two club members,
met Dick Wareing, an accomplished climber from the New Seal-,
and.and European Alps. The principal climbers of the-i960
Kootenay section were Kim Deane, David Deane, Dick Wareing and
Parker Williams. They will be referred to hereafter by their
first names only.
Our first trip was planned as a three day ski tour in
Kokanee Glacier Provincial Park, but bad weather forced us to
revert to a two day tour in Squaw Basin near Rossland. On
May 22, Kim, David, Dick, Park, Doug Wellock.and Sheila Fen
ton started hiking at the bottom of the Red Mtn. chairlift and
arrived at Yodel Inn, a private cabin in the Basin, that af
ternoon.' The holiday Monday dawned bright and clear and we
had a wonderful day of spring skiing on Grey Mtn. Kim, Dick,
David and Sheila set up a slalom course and built a Jump while
Park played in some powder snow. The warm weather on Monday
melted a lot of snow from the trail and returning we soon
tired of fastening and unfastening our skis. We finally just
bushwacked between snowpatches with our skis on. A storybook
romance seems to have flowered between Dick and the girl he
referred to in his regretted comment of May
"Say
Williams, who is this bloody"woman coming on our ski-trip?"

22nd,
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By July, we had only to phone Sheila any evening we wished to
speak to Dick; they are how engaged. ..
John Ricker had worked on a geological survey in the
Valhallas (see map), in the summer-of 1 9 5 ^ . In June 1 9 5 9 he
wrote to Jack Boulding suggesting that he look at the area.
Jack and Kim made two.trips into the Valhallas in 1 9 5 9 , Dick
and Park made one.. Jack, Kim and Dick had also seen the/ im
pressive. range-from Mt^. Hela to the north. It was generally
decided that further-investigation of the range was warranted
because few of the numerous
peaks had ever had any reg
istered; ascents,:.and the rock was very good'granite. Our aim
this summer was to^become"thoroughly familiar with area, and
to climb as many peaks as possible.
On June 5» Kim, David, Dick, Park, Pauline and George
Anderson drove 25 miles up'Koch Greek (see map), climbed to
8000' and were immediately discouraged by what they saw. The
Valhallas appeared as an Incomprehensible jumble of peaks,
vertical faces and deep valleys - miles away.
Klin.and Dick, having the best understanding of the lay
out of the range decided that the Valhallas would best be
tackled from the east via the Gwillim Greek Valley. Accord
ingly, on June 1 1 , Kim, David and Park drove to Slocan.City,
up the Gwillim- Creek road and -camped about 3 miles from, the
end of the road. We scouted and. cut trail by faith and in
stinct only; we couldn't see any of our goals. .The following,
week Mr. Deane, Kim,, and.. Dick returned, cut considerably more'
trail and chose a-route up a snow.chute to the Gladsheim
ridge. We planned our big trip, an attempt at..the peak of....
Gladsheim, for the first of July weekend. Six: of us, Dick,
Merv Owen, Win Churchill, Kim, David,- and Park left.Trail
early on July 1 and got almost to the bottom of the snow .
chute when we decided to camp because a rainstorm was becom
ing more and more persistent. However, the rain stopped dur- .
ing the night and on Sunday we climbed up to^the Gladsheim ;
ridge. This was generally broad but with a:very steep south
ern exposure 4000 down Into Mulvey Creek; The. peak, and var
ious gendarmes, tower above the. main ridge.. We. traversed the.
ridge for 2 miles.until we commanded a good view of.Gladsheim
and Bohr. It became evident that we couldn't, climb Gladsheim
that day so Kim.and David,. Dick and' Park' set .out on. two..: ropes
to traverse down a steep.slope, onto a.hanging glacier near
the peak. Kim's rope:made=it.down but.Dick and Park stopped
to examine'some, fascinating-crystals of. actinolite,..an amphibole as Is hornblende." We.all. noticed, a deep gash.between; /
the hanging glacier and the peak so decided at that time that
:

9000'

:

:

1

the best route up Gladsheim would be from Gwilllm Creek valley
directly below the peak. At the same time we planned a route
up Mt. Bohr. It appeared as though It could be ascended from
the same base camp that would be required for Gladsheim. We
then turned about and retraced our steps down the snow chute
to our camp. On Monday morning Kim, Win and Park walked a bit
farther up the valley before hiking out to the cars and driv
ing home.
The month of July was very hot and the Forest Service
closed all the climbing areas in the district. However Kim
managed to go out twice during August and the following is his
account of these ventures.
During August I was at Gray Creek ©n Kootenay Lake (see
map). As this was reasonably close to the peaks in the Purcells and Western Rockies I hoped to visit these areas. In
Creston I met Vitus Germann, an experienced climber who had
climbed many peaks in the East Kootenay and who was willing
to go out as much as possible; The next weekend (Aug. 6-7)
Vitus, Andy Harmon from Salmo, and myself climbed the most
northerly of the Steeples group southeast of Cranbrook. We
approached by Lost Creek on a steep trail and climbed the
following day. The area has several small glaciers surroun
ded by good rock. From the ridge we enjoyed a good view of
the East Kootenay valley. The climb proved good training
for our anticipated future climbs.
One week later, with the weather still clear, Vitus and
I headed once more Into the East Kootenay valley. This time
our destination was doubtful so we checked with the Forest
Service in Cranbrook. The ranger was very helpful and be
tween calls to planes radioed to Spillimacheen to see what
areas were open. Bugaboo Greek was definitely open with
-most others being doubtful. The renowned Bugaboos would be
our goal.
On we drove to Radium and another 30-miles north to
Spillimacheen. The proprietors of the gas station near the
Ranger office knew the most about the area as they trans
port climbers in and out of the hills. After making inquir
ies about the road, Vitus and I sacked out behind the For
estry building. Next morning a clear sky greeted us and
two enthusiastic souls drove up Bugaboo Creek. The road is
25 miles long and requires two hours of difficult driving.
Finally around a corner and through some firs appear the
grey spires of granite etched against blue sky and glacier.
:
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If the driver is able to keep his eyes on the road another 5
minutes brings him to the base camp; a group of large weather
worn cabins. Here, after a brief breakfast, we pushed on,
travelling one hour along the creek flats then a good hour up
the lateral moraine to Boulder Camp (gain in elevation this
last hour is 1900'J. The scene becomes more awe-inspiring
with every step; great cataracts tumble down the cliffs above
the trail, immediately in front is the Ice-fall of Bugaboo
Glacier, and above loom the bulks of Snowpatch and Marmolata.
Boulder Camp is located before Snowpatch Spire and is a most
beautiful spot. However this day we didn't dally, and after
a quick snack scrambled up a talus slope around the end of
Snowpatch and up the edge of Bugaboo Glacier toward Pigeon
Spire which we were going to climb, A Grevasse caused a
momentary delay and it was necessary to follow it to the
rock and piton our way up to the snow on the far side. From
here we proceeded up to the col where the packs were left,
then it was a good climb to the summit which we reached at
7 p.m. Time from camp was H- hours. The actual rock climb
was not difficult but quite exposed in some places. How
ever, the view was worth it; Mts. Assiniboine, Farnham, Sir
Donald and many peaks to the west were visible. Vitus signed
the register and after a last lingering look we began the
descent. No difficulties were encountered and we reached
camp by 8 : 3 0 . Six other climbers were in the area: three
from New York, two from Colorado and one from Seattle. The
latter, Fred Beckey, was working on the East face of Bugaboo
Spire and had been there alone for three weeks.
The next morning Vitus suggested trying Bugaboo Spire,
but as dark clouds began rolling In, we walked around the
district and took photographs instead. About noon we start
ed down for the car at base camp and the clouds disappeared.
Quite Infuriating!
However, my introduction to the area was most revealing
and the Bugaboos should definitely be on everyone's list of
places to see. Even If one doesn't climb, the view is well
worth the trip. As we began the drive out Vitus and I
echoed the words that must be spoken many times as the
spires disappear from view; "I'll be back soon".
The weather for the remainder of August was miserable
and our plans to visit Farnham and the Bugaboos once more
had to be postponed. However, this area offers a wide var
iety of excellent mountaineering, and in comparison with the
Rockies is very raw. Many peaks have been ascended only
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once or twice and much of the country hasn't been visited for
years.
Parker finished work on Sept. 8 and so he and Kim left Im
mediately for a last trip to the Valhallas before returning to
UBC.
Our plan was to make a camp at the base of Gladsheim and
Bohr in the Gwillim Creek valley. From there we would try Bohr
first because we had planned a route from Gladsheim, and then
Gladsheim Itself. The terrain to the base camp was rougher
than we had anticipated and so we were forced to make a one-day
attempt on Bohr. The alder, willows and Devil's Club at the
base were infuriating and we were compelled, by lack of time,
to turn back about
from the submit. We did, however, get
to a magnificent alpine meadow and lake. We named the spot
Welcome Meadow - partly to reconcile our disappointment in fail
ing to reach the peak.
Even though we didn't climb any peaks In the Valhallas, we
have gained an intimate knowledge of this unmapped area, the
travelling conditions and times required. We hope that next
summer we will be able to climb directly at least three major
peaks, to our knowledge all unclimbed, and appease that queer
compulsion that leads us to the mountains.

2000'

Aug.

26.

THE PHAROAH PEAKS

(8000' & 7800

')

Ian Stirling

Late one Thursday night Roy Moe (ACC) phoned me at Winder
mere about a climb, and next morning we were on our way. We,
or to be more accurate, Roy, decided on the Toby Creek area.
As we drove up, we passed Dick Culbert and Asger Bentzen's
landrover: supposedly they were working, but their car was
parked suspiciously close to Monument Peak.
We reached Mineral King shortly after eleven, from which
our destination was In sight. To our knowledge the smaller of
the peaks was still unclimbed so naturally we made for it. An
hour or so up the trail brought us to the east ridge, up which
we climbed for 2^- hours to the base of the summit pyramid. A
short rock climb along the southeast side led us to the peak,
where there was no evidence of any previous visits. We con
structed a cairn and took hero pictures; then, as there was not
enough time to climb the higher peak, we descended, this time
on the south side,, and found a grade route all the way. The
weather had been bad all day so we left for home, instead of
climbing the next day as planned. However, it was an enjoyable
day in some beautiful country.
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CLIMBS BY THE ROCKY MTN. SEGTION
Peaks

Altitude

Forbes

11,902'

Assiniboine
Victoria
Andromeda
Butram
Foster Pk.
Pinnacle Mtn.
The Watchtower
Crowsnest
Eisenhower

11,870'

Fabel
Grandell
Roulthart
Edith
Syncline
Forum Pk.
Tower of Babel
Yamnuska

8800'
87OO*

Tonsa

Summer

i960

11,365'
11,300'
10,670'
10,511'
10,072'
1

9157
9138'
9©30'

8663'
8380»
8200'

Grade

3-4
3

-

3

4-5
3-D3
4
3

4-5
*-5
3
2

7922'

3

7590'
7500'

*-5
3-4
4
3-4

Remarks
3 days from N.Sask.R.cross
ing! ice climb
north ridge-good weather
2 ascents, center pk.
N.W. cwm, new route-ice.
good fishing? to 8 0 0 0 '
not enough time
Route 1 guidebook
North Pk.
Crowsnest Pass
S.E.Tower,uno rtho d ox,
bivouac
good hiking area
SE route, Waterton Lakes
ESE route, good climb
from Edlth-Norquay Pass
not a synelineI
Alta.-B.C.-U.S.A.border pk.
new route, NW wall
Grillraair route
t Calgary route
falling rocks

HIKES IN THE ROCKIES

Ann Morton

A few of us less ambitious types had a gay time of it
this summer In the Rockies, just hiking and exploring the
country.
One of our first trips In June was into Shadow Lake. The
hike went in along Redearth Creek, and we came out by Gibbon
Pass. The scenery in that area is breath-taking, especially
the views of Mt. Ball and Storm Mountain. We hit snow part
way up the Pass--and had a fine time—what with losing the
trail and trying to find the bottom of the boy's footsteps.
Later in the summer we hiked from Moraine Lake to Lake
Louise, via Sentinel Pass and Paradise Valley. The day was
clear and warm and we went crazy with cameras as we meandered
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into Larch Valley and up to the Pass. The highlight of the
trip was an hour or so of bumschussing on a long snow slope
with ski-Jackets wrapped diaper-wise to give speed. Later we
cooled our feet and ate a honey-dew melon in the falls cascad
ing over Giant Steps, then ambled down to Louise.
Another trip—less said about the better—was made at two
in the morning into Consolation Lake (near Moraine Lake) with
the intention of climbing the next day. However, due to the
crashings of avalanches, the alarm was thrown into the bushes,
and we had a lazy day of suntannlng and taking a dip in the
Lake.
The Lake Louise area was also explored on rainy d a y s —
nearby Lake Agnes makes a mean cup of tea!
We made a one day trip into Lake O'Hara in July, and since
we liked what we saw, we all decided to return for a few days
at the end of the summer. The kids wandered in from various
places during that time, and we packed up to ten people in a
leaking eight man tent that holds four comfortably. We had a
few sunny days there, and made good use of them. There are so
many beautiful places near O'Hara that we could have spent
weeks and weeks there. Reid managed to catch a huge trout in
one of the smaller Lakes and so we ate royally. Needless to
say, lots of fooling went on during the wet days—especially
on the last night what with people getting hungry at 2 a.m.,
thirsty at 3 a.m. and at 4 a.m.—well, never mind; at 5 a.m.
snow weighed down the tent and at 6 a.m. we finally got up in
disgust.
Our summer of hiking ended in the most typical VOC fashion
possible, roaring "weehawkin" as we looked back at the Lake and
the mountains and then madly rushing for the train. Incidental
ly, thanks must go to Lawrence Grass!, Lake O'Hara's warden for
his wonderful cups of tea and his help while we were staying
there.
5

Shadow Lake Trip

Consolation Lake

Pam Thomas
Don Brown
Reid Fowler
Ann Morton

Ann Morton
Gill Broatch
Don Lyon
Murray Wright

Lake O'Hara
George Gowdridge
Reid Fowler
Don Lyon
Dave Marr
June Prevost
Lynn & Ann Morton
Dennis Holden
Some Toronto Types
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MT. PABEL (ca.

8 8 0 0 < )

Don Lyon

At the rather atrocious hour of 3 a.m. Gill Broatch and
myself headed to Exshaw; by 4 a.m. we had parked the car and
were on the trail. Our route took us behind Exshaw and up a
very opportune creek-bed which provides an excellent highway
right past Mt. Fabel. We proceeded upstream to where another
valley entered from the left. Here we went up the very long
ridge to the Fabel south ridge, skirting the bluffs to the
southwest and going straight up them (Grade 3 ) near the base
of the peak. Then a scramble brought us to a sudden rise of
a sheer ridge, where we left the usual "^technical" route
(Grade 3 plus to Grade 4 ) and proceeded along the northeast
face and straight up the moderate slabs (Grade 3 minus) to the
peak. Along the way we were greeted with fabulous views and
weather which generally matched, except for the occasional bit
of hail. We added our name to the last recorded ascent which
was in 1 9 4 8 , had some food and headed down by traversing the
northern ridge. By dropping down the north end and swinging
west down a scree slope adjoining the mountain, we followed
the slope down to the creek where we had started off. We were
back in Banff by 6:30 p.m. after a rather leisurely day in
what could be an excellent rambling and hiking area. The
mountain could provide more difficult routes on the west side
for those interested in a fairly technical climb.
July 1-3

MT. FORBES

( 1 1 , 9 0 2 ' )

Ken S. Baker

On July 1 at 8 a.m. Dave Brewer, Lisle Irwin and myself
left the Banff-Jasper Highway 3 miles south of Saskatchewan
River crossing, taking the Howse River pack trail. We reach
ed the Howse River in approximately ij hours and continued up
the south bank to the Glacier Lake crossing point. (Future .
parties should continue upstream another i mile for an easier
crossing). The trail to Glacier Lake is quite visible from
across the Howse, anywhere along this section of the river.
After a delightful hour we finally managed to cross the
first channel of the Howse. The water was at least 5 feet
deep, that is, up to my mouth. The remaining channels presen
ted no great difficulties. On the far bank we had lunch,
whilst our packs and clothing dried out. We continued up the
trail, and suddenly just ahead a herd of goats appeared. We
approached easily within 75' of them, and they did not seem
to mind our presence. Further along the trail, Glacier Lake
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came Into view. At the far end of the lake we stopped again
for a mid-afternoon lunch beside a creek. Dave took a real
cool plunge in the lake. I believe he came out faster than he
went In.
Up to this point the trail had been like a super-highway,
except for the river crossing. We continued on overgrown
glacial moraine until the river cut Into our side of the val
ley and forced us into the bush. Thank God that this patch of
bush was only 1 0 0 to 2 0 0 yards long, because It was about the
densest windfall I have ever tried to penetrate. But after
wards travelling was excellent. We finally decided that the
Glacier River had to be crossed to Its south bank, so we dres
sed in fording gear; hat, pack, and ice axe (everything that
was to be kept dry was placed on top of the pack). We had
thought that the Howse was cold, but the Glacier River really
took the cake. The Howse must have been about 40°F., whereas
the Glacier River had not warmed much above the melting point
of Ice. After recuperating from the effects of the Glacier
River, we were on our way. Another hour brought us to base
camp. It had taken 1 0 hours, including river crossings and
lunch stops to travel approximately 1 6 miles. We went to bed
early that night. The 5 1 1 6 photographic point on the map
was our destination.
At 4 a.m. Saturday we were up making breakfast and pre
paring for the day. By 5 a.m. we had left camp and crossed
Mons Creek. It was even colder than Glacier River but It was
not as large. After our second breakfast at 8 a.m. we left
the tongue of the Mons Icefield crossing to our left and south
to the moraine of the North Forbes Glacier. After seemingly
endless hours we reached the North Forbes Neve*. What a mar
vellous world—gigantic ice blocks, huge crevasses! It made
one realize man's place in the world. The snow was now soft
and deep, with the sun high above our heads. The west col
was still 2 hours away. Finally at 3 p.m. we reached the col,
and ate again. The final summit pyramid rose 1 5 0 0 ' above us.
We followed the west ridge as in the guide book. In ascending
we had no problems. At $:30 p.m. we were on the summit drink
ing in the view and taking numerous photographs. This is the
highest point In Banff National Park. Right there we began
planning another trip, only this one was to be 2 or 3 weeks,
with a base camp somewhere on the Mons Icefield.
The descent began at 6 p.m. with approximately four hours
of daylight remaining. We travelled faster now, but cautious
ly, for the sun had melted our steps in the snow.- By 8 p.m.
1
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we reached the west col and the snow was still soft but we
could use our old footsteps. Down low on the North Forbes Gla
cier we turned around for a last look at our mountain; the
setting sun illuminated it in a reddish-yellow glow and then
the sun disappeared. By 10 p.m. we had just made the tongue . .
of the Mons Icefield and at darkness were off it on to the
lateral moraine. The going was slower now, down the steep
grass and shale slope, across the Mons Creek and then we were
stuck.
At 12 p.m. we were less than 200 yards from camp but on
top of a 50' cliff, unable to find a route down. The human
body can take a lot of punishment but this nearly finished us.
Tempers flared, a few nasty comments passed back and forth,
and then somebody found the route cairn. We were back in
camp at 12:30--almost too tired to eat.
The moon in the east was blood-red, the northern lights
were exhibiting their usual display, and we just didn't give
a damn what happened—we were drunk on our accomplishments of
the day. Needless to say, we turned in early that night (?)
About 10 a.m. someone poked their head outside the tent.
There was a helicopter above us somewhere. Quickly all three
scrambled out, built a signal fire and threw on green branches
galore. They didn't even see us. Oh well, It was a good idea
anyway.
We left camp by noon, crossed the Glacier River a short
while later and reached the Howse River by 4 p.m. It had ri
sen a little, and the far channel was worrying us. For some
reason the crossing went easily until the last channel. We
had decided to cross in a new spot j- mile upstream. I start
ed Into this spot, but fortunately I never went over my knees.
From here on, the way was clear. After another short snack we
left the ford at 5 = 30 p.m. and really sped along. We wanted
to reach the car by sunset and besides, Dave had some apple
cider in the car. We made it out by 8:"P.m.—that cider was a
Godsend! We drove down to Saskatchewan River crossing and
said our final goodbye to Mt. Forbes. Her summit rises just
to the west over Mt. Outram.
A few words of advice to anybody who would like to make
the trip. Spend four days at least, or use horses. Better
still, have an air-drop on the Mons Icefield and spend three
weeks. It is a big country.
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(9157')

THE WATCHTOWER (JASPER)
Con Brown
July 1-3
The "group" consisted of Tom Adams and myself, who arrived
in Jasper Friday afternoon where, as tourists—third class—we
toured Jasper Park Lodge. Just before supper we checked out
with the Warden, bought some food, and set out for Medicine
Lake. We made camp on the Maligne River on the trail to Watchtower Basin where the mosquitoes welcomed us.
No saltl Flat mush Is better than no mush, I guess. Just
before 5 a.m. we were on the trail, actually a ski trail, not
used very much during the summer, but very easy to follow.
About ij hours of hiking took us to the Watchtower. Reaching
the north ar&te we followed It up over mixed snow and rock to
the gendarme just in front of the north pinnacle--a false sum
mit. Roped up and with Tom leading, we skirted on soft snow to
the left of the gendarme to the base of the north pinnacle.
Immediately in front of us were two broad ledges. Keeping to
the right we climbed over the first ledge onto the second one.
We skirted the lower (north) edge of this ledge and went up to
•a"•small, solid rock finger at the back of this second ledge. A
traverse to the left of about 1 5 ' brought us to a small chimney.
Ascending this, we continued climbing up, and further to the
left, we came to a second small chimney at the base of which we
found a piton. From the top of the chimney to the summit was
relatively easy climbing. The view was tremendous as the Watchtower is the highest peak in the Maligne mountains. The ascent
from base camp had been 6 hours. To proceed to the main summit
would be "interesting" for somebody with the ability and the
equipment as either tension climbing or a fixed rope would be
required.
We returned by our ascent route, rappelling down each of
the chimneys separately. Using the piton to rappel down the
lower chimney we arrlve.d back in camp at 7 P.m. much to the
delight of our mosquito colony.
The next morning we had a squirrel for breakfast. That Is,
he or she joined us in our meal. Squirrels like, in order of
preference; rye-crisp with butter, fig newtons, rye-crisp with
out butter, bacon (well done) and If desperate, people's fing
ers. It became most indignant when we packed up camp.
From Jasper to Lake Louise all that could be heard in the
car was; "Ohh, what's that one?--How high?—Hmmm, looks higherI!
Where are the r o u t e s ? — T h e climb was very nice, the rock being
mostly metaraorphic and quite solid. We were quite satisfied in
attaining only the north pinnacle. The main summit Is not an
easy climb, and would be "interesting" for someone with the
ability and equipment.
-

THE TOWER OF BABEL

J- Fairley ^

6C
July 10-12

A NIGHT ON THE TOWER (9030')

Don Brown

Looking for a peak low enough to be snow-free, Tom Adams,
Jim Stephens and I decided that the South Tower of Mt. Eisenhow
er 'would be a good Sunday?s rock climb. Leaving the highway at
the Eisenhower Warden's Station about 7 a.m. we were at the base
of the tower about ten, where we had a before-lunch lunch. After
consulting the guide book our plan was to climb the southeast
face of the tower and return by the supposedly easier route to - .
the col separating the tower from the main mountain. We started
up the normal southeast face route but soon realized the route
was not obvious, at least, not obvious to us, so we made our own
route. It took us over a shallow, smooth-walled, overhung chim
ney which presented some difficulty, and up a few vertical pit
ches. Belays were required over practically the whole route.
Five hours after we left the base of the tower we were on the
summit; this was twice the normal time for this route.
Once we were on the top we ate, took some hero pictures,
and prepared to descend the northwest side of the tower to the
Mt. Eisenhower-South Tower col. There are cairns at four loca
tions on this side of the tower and we were conveniently confu
sed. The top part of the route marked by the cairns farthest
west looked easiest, so we took it, as no route was visible to
the base of the tower. The route started out easily, but soon
became "interesting". After about an hour of slowly descending
we came to a small cairn and were confident that we were on a
regular route. We continued down, Jim belaying me ahead to
find a route. Twice the route "ran out" and we retreated.
The third time we traversed to the left into a large chimney
located south of the small cairn. The chimney was wet in spots
and contained much loose rock, but it was relatively easy go
ing. It was 8:30 p.m. when Jim belayed me out of the bottom of
the chimney onto the west face to see if further descent was
possible. A small vertical crack led from the chimney to a
large rock ledge (black rock) about 8 o below. This looked
too difficult, so we climbed back up the chimney to bivouac.
The three of us spent a good two hours constructing a rock
platform on which to spend the night. Result: tender fingers
and tender thumbs. It was a little crowded, not too soft, but
at least flat. The sky was clear and we spent the night over
looking Eisenhower Junction.
!

About five the next morning we climbed to the top and
snoozed in the sun, absorbing every possible calorie, and had
"breakfast"; (a dozen or so peanuts, two pieces of mint cake,
and a lump of sugar divided three ways). At nine we started
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down another "route" which also had a small cairn at
the top. Without difficulty, we descended for about
two hours, and had just arrived at a point where the
chimney ran into a 100' vertical drop when we heard a
heavily accented HELLLO00O! It was Walter Perren, at
the top of the Ghimney. He said that we wouldn't be
able to continue down unless we had a 200' rappelling
rope. We fully agreed and hurried back to the top.
We went quickly over to the top of the southeast
face where we met Peter Fuhrmann, who had been chasing
Walter all day to take the practical part of his
guide's test. We started down, Tom and Jim going with
Walter, and I with Peter. They took the regular route
on the west side of the southeast face; Peter took me
down an alternate route on the east side. By Walter's
route they were down In an hour and a half. Peter's
route was not too difficult, but had considerable ex
posure in spots. We continued down the left side of
the couloir to the base of the tower with no diffi
culty. Once we were down we sat and ate for a while
--rather hungry we were!
Climbing with someone like Walter or Peter is a
real thrill. A person would venture almost anything,
as there is no doubt about one's safety. Tom repeat
ed a comment Walter had made when he saw part of our
ascent route. He said to Tom, "You climb okay". From
Walter that is a great compliment!
When looking back on our two days on the Tower
we realize that we had had an excellent two days of
rock climbing, well worth the chilly night and empty
stomachs. It was an experience just climbing down
with our guides. If we could get away with it, I'm
sure we would get stuck on the mountains often, just
to have climbers like Walter and Peter come and lead
us off.
July 13

!

ANDROMEDA (ca.ll,300 )

John Fairley

One morning when all the dangerous seracs in
the Andromeda hanging glacier appeared to have gone,
Bert Parke and I strapped on our crampons and found a
route through this very shattered icefall to the nor
thern cwm. There were no real difficulties and only
a few steps to cut where the walls became very steep.
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It was very pleasant climbing as we steadily "crunched" upward,
moving together (although I must admit our ankles were really
working!) Snow facets and ice-flakes blinked in the morning
sun. Traversing the snow cwra and crossing a berghschrund we
then gained the steep snow slope (about 5 0 ° ) which eventually
joins the crest of the northwest ridge. Half of this was easy
step-kicking but the other half was extremely hard snow-another ankle-bender. Mounting the last three vertical feet,
we were rather surprised to find a broad summit plateau and
not a corniced knife-ridge. It was noon so we ate and then
snoozed for an hour in the brilliant sunshine, but cool breeze.
Descending towards the Athabasca-Andromeda col we ran amuck
of some very rotten rock. All the rock we kicked off was
starting avalanches. Cornice and avalanche danger would not
allow us on the col so we had to descend toward the Saskatch
ewan Glacier side. The reason for the avalanches was three
feet of snow on black ice. However, we "cramponed" down in
the avalanche tracks with no trouble and then jumped a berg
schrund at the bottom. There was no time left for continuing
up M t . Athabasca as intended, so we walked down to the Sask
atchewan Glacier, out the glacier and then to the road (wad
ing N. Saskatchewan River In the process) by 9 p.m. No ride
was forthcoming, so we walked for a while and then slept b e 
side the road. The nights are apt to be cool in Sunwapta
Pass. The next morning we trudged back to the geophysics
camp on the Athabasca G l a c i e r — a r r i v i n g somewhat hungry,
somewhat tired, somewhat late for w o r k — b u t very satisfied.
July 1 7

MT

a

TONSA

Don Lyon

Murray Wright and I left the Moraine Lake Campground at
a.m. and headed for the Valley of Ten Peaks to try to
push through a route on Mt. Tonsa ( # 4 ) .
Our hike to the base
followed the trail past the Tea House and up the glacier
snout, across to 1 5 0 ' below the bergschrund between # 4 and #5.
This was the former route (VGCJ vol. 1 ) ; this time we en
countered more snow which made it difficult to reach the
rock, so we went above the bergschrund. We kept close to
# 4 , and it is best t© get to the rock below the bergschrund.
From our point of contact with the rock, at 8 : 1 0 a.m., we
proceeded generally straight up over the reasonably solid
bands and ledges, bearing left after a half hour and then
worked right slightly until 1 p.m. We then went up and over
rock bands to a large (wide and high) scree slope.. Here we
6s30
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encountered a 1 2 ' high cliff band with a gully above leading
to several peaks on the skyline. We found by keeping to the
right, once inside the gully, we had easy access to the ridge
leading to the left. We reached the peak at 2 : 3 0 p.m.
After
resting and' sketching for 4 5 minutes we descended down a
snow chute on the east side, proceeding north towards Mt.
Temple.
Note: The route to the Upper Glacier appears not to be
between # 3 and # 4 although the chute Is In this position.
Instead, it is on the north face of # 4 , with the bottom
being near the
gully.

#4~#5

Aug.

6-7

FOSTER PEAK

(10,511')

Don Brown

Party. Tom Adams, Jim Stephen, Don Brown.
On Saturday afternoon, Tom Adams, Jim Stephen, and myself ar
rived at the Marble Canyon Warden's station. After consult
ing with the Warden about the two trails to Floe Lake, we de
cided to go by Floe Creek, as at 8 miles, it was considerably
shorter than Numa Creek trail (18 m i l e s ) . Both Tom and I had
new boots to break in and a couple of miles up the trail we
both realized just what was going to be broken i n — O U R FEET.
After three hours, we arrived at Floe Lake and made camp.
Next morning, the weather wasn't encouraging with cloud
base at
Leaving shortly after
a.m. an hour over
heather, rock and glacier took us to a minor col on Foster's
north ridge* where we left our ice-axes and roped up. Mark
ing our trail with cairns, we climbed 8 0 0 ' of steep, but
fairly good rock in two hours, after which the ridge narrowed
considerably with 1 5 0 0 ' vertical cliffs on Its western side.
Crossing a small snow couloir on its eastern side, we climbed
to the west of another large snow patch via a twenty foot
ledge, and came to an area of rock slabs which became pro
gressively steeper as we climbed higher. Arrived at the top
of this pitch, we saw the 2 0 ' wide, 1 0 0 0 ' deep gulley men
tioned in the guidebook Immediately before u s , and behind It
of steep rock to the summit. As It was getting late,
and our boots were giving us much trouble, we turned back
and ate lunch at a comfortable spot in clearing weather.
The descent presented no difficulties and after a bite at
camp, we packed up and left. Tom and Jim arrived at the
car about 8:30 p.m., while I arrived at 1 0 p.m. after some
words with my boots.

9000'.

1200*

5
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Aug. 13, 14

MT. ASSINIBOINE

(11,870')

John Pringle

Party: Don Lyon (leader), John Pringle, June Prevost, Gill
Broatch.
" 0 h they said when yours truly arrived in the Rockies,
"we're doing Assiniboine this weekend.
Do;:come; everyone and
his dog is going." Came Friday night; three people (and one
bird don) gravitated to the Alpine Club parking lot and squeez
ed Into the Lyon Volkswagen. In spite of sundry adventures
with mud baths and a do-it-yourself bridge, the car was parked
at the end of the Spray Lakes road in a surprisingly short
time (Don has a rather unusual style of driving, you k n o w ) .
After a night out beside the trail, the party toddled off to
Packer's Meadows ( 6 miles) where Gill decided it would be more
interesting to toddle back again to Spray Lakes and persuade a
fresh fisherman to catch her some even fresher fish.
(She had
no luck: the fishermen just weren't fresh enough).
M

So the others went on without her, through Assiniboine
Pass to the ACC cabin at Lake Magog which we reached in 5 i
hours (14 m i l e s ) . There we bagged the best of the several ca
bins available, and yours truly took a special swim In the
lake (brrr), while June took a special 8 mm movie of him doing
so (strictly for exhibition purposes, you understand).
After
supper, Don and June went over to see Philip Delasalle, another
Logan climber reported in the area, while yours truly decided
that the unaccustomed luxury of an early night before a major
climb was in order.
The alarm went off at 3 a.m. and by 4:15 a.m. Don and I
were away. We reached the end of the lake in 50 minutes and
the foot of the summit ridge two hours later, having little
trouble on the headwall, and replacing some of the stonemen
en route. As there were only traces of snow higher up, we
cached our iceaxes at this point and Don led up. Almost im
mediately we had a taste of things to come, for as Don was
transferring his weight from one large and solid looking rock
to another, both started to move. After this shock, we pro
ceeded cautiously up over ledges of loose rock covered with
much scree, following the north ridge fairly closely, until
we came to a prominent band of reddish rock where we traversed
west to a convenient cleft.
Passing through this we came upon
a nearly vertical band of grey rock which required rope-work
(grade 4 ) , after which there was more scrambling to a small
shoulder about 300' below the peak. By this time yours truly
was feeling rather nervous, so as the shoulder looked invit-
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ingly stable compared to the rest of the mountain, he elected
to stay there and take pictures while Don climbed to the sum
mit—in 7 | hours. The trip down was uneventful but took as
long as the climb up, principally because of some slow rope
work down a gully to the red band.
Arriving back at the ACC cabin, we found June had sup
per ready. She had climbed one of the smaller hills in the
area; her first mountain ever.
Knowing that Gill had to be back at the ACC clubhouse
In Banff b£ 7 a.m. Monday, we left Lake Magog at 8 : 3 0 p^m.
and raced back through the night and Assiniboine Pass, meet
ing some eerie monsters on the way, which turned out to be
horses, and losing our way for a while on an old mud slide.
By dint of tremendous effort, we arrived at the car at 4
a.m. to find no Gill, so we took a catnap while waiting for
the dawn. At 6 a.m. we were just ready to leave when who
should turn up but Gilll Seems she had got tired of her
fishermen, and had walked up the trail to meet us, but had
missed us in the dark. So we all returned to the ACC club
house (where huge concern was shown for Gill's welfare and none at all for that of the rest of us).
Aug.

20, 21

MT. OUTRAM

(10,670')

Don Brown

Leaving Saskatchewan Crossing on Saturday morning,
Tom Adams and John MacKenzie hiked up the Howse River, mark
ing the trail as they went, and set up camp at the base of
Mt. Outram. That afternoon, Don Brown left Lake Louise
alone, without the other expected VOC party members, and
started hiking at 4 p.m. As darkness fell, he crossed the
various channels of the Howse River with extreme rapidity
because the water was very cccolddd. Falling to contact
the others where they had planned to meet, he bedded down
for the night. A search next morning did not locate the
camp, so Don spent the day hiking at the lower levels.
Tom Adams and John MacKenzie slept In but managed to reach
8000' on Outram before bad weather forced a halt. A very
early start from a camp on the Howse River south of the
peak is required if the mountain is to be climbed and a
return to the highway made all in one day.
Aug.

26-27

MT. VICTORIA

(11,365?)

Don Lyon

Murray Wright and I, accompanied by George Massey on

5
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a weekend in the Rockies, headed to Lake Louise on Saturday
afternoon. After arranging for George to climb with Cal Cam
eron, and then eating at "Swinglenook", we set off for Abbot
Pass about 9 p m
noting with amusement as we passed that
Reid Fowler's car had somehow lost two wheels. Due to our
usual "high speed saunter" interspersed by rest and conversa
tion breaks we reached the hut at 1:15 a m
The snow was
crusty and crampons were used on the way up to the hut.
Upon awakening on Sunday, we found ourselves peering
across the room at Reid and Dennis (Holden); then at the ra
ther threatening weather. The weather, not inspiring us to
move too quickly, resulted in our leaving the hut at 1 0 : 3 0
a.m. We crossed the ridge to the center peak, reaching the
summit at 2 p.m. Hurried on by fairly determined snow flur
ries, we arrived back at the hut about 4 p.m. Supper was
enjoyed midst the company of two Denver, Colorado climbers
who had just returned from the Logan Mtns. In the Northwest
!
Territories —(not
Mt. Logan).
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Aug.

27, 28

MT, VICTORIA

s

(11,365 )

Reid Fowler

A dismal Friday evening found me driving through rain
to Eisenhower Junction to meet Dennis Holden for a weekend's
climbing. My spirits were as low as the scudding clouds for
it looked as if our plans to climb Mt. Biddle were scotched
for sure. However when I met Dennis prospects brightened up
somewhat, and the sun even managed to get in a shine or two
before expiring. We decided to climb Mt. Victoria instead
of Biddle, and went to bed after signing out with the Warden.
Morning arrived crystal clear and sparkling. Inspired,
we drove to Lake Louise and hiked briskly to the Plain of
the Six Glaciers. Skirting the badly crevassed tongue of
the Victoria Glacier on its lateral moraine, we descended
onto the ice near the overhanging cliffs at the base of Vic
toria itself. Belaying over a few wide crevasses, we
slogged up the steep but uninteresting glacier, keeping a
wary eye on the overhanging seracs of the upper glacier
which threatened to tumble down on us at any moment. At
last we dragged ourselves out of the claustrophobic cut the
Victoria Glacier has carved between Mts, Victoria and
Lefroy and caught our breath at the Abbot Pass Hut.
From here, we climbed on scree covered ledges which
took us up, up, up to the South Peak. The rest, of the ridge
to the centre peak was pure pleasure! A knife-edge of snow,
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just wide enough to walk on and nothing between us and the hor
izon except pure, clear air. We had a few exciting moments on
the "sickle", where belays were nothing but "buckets" in the
snow, and then along a sharp rock ridge led to the only other
difficulty, a cliff band running across the ridge. This was
by-passed by a short and not so sweet traverse along the top
of the upper Victoria Glacier; then up and over, and there we
were!
After entering our names in the cairn, Dennis and I ate,
and played reverse tourist on the Lake Louise area; we then
retraced our steps to the Abbot Pass hut, where we spent the
night well pleased with our day. Next morning, we woke up to
see.., .who else? Don Lyon and Murray Wright who had arriv
ed at 1 a.m. from Lake Louise. They climbed while Dennis and
I went down over a light year of scree to Lake Oesa, and then
Lake 0 Hara and Grassi's for tea. Walking out to Wapta Lake,
we hitch-hiked back to Lake Louise, where we replaced the
rear wheels on my car, which had In some mysterious manner
climbed into the back seat. I drove Dennis back to Elsenhow
er Junction, and then on to Calgary, well satisfied with a
terrific weekend.
cQ

{

Sept.

3

MT„ YAMNUSKA (DIRECTISSIMA)

(7500')

Ken S.Baker

This route was completed three years ago by Hans Gmoser,
Heinz Kahl and Leo Grillmair.
best free climbs existing in western panatfa today.
The Directisslma route Is located: between the Grillmair
and Calgary routes, somewhat closer to the latter. The route
goes mostly straight upward and ends within a few feet of the
highest summit of Yaranuska.
On this particular day Ton! and Keith made one rope,
while Dave and I made the other. We took the lead, leap
frogging the pitcher. The first was mine, relatively easy
in comparison to what was to come. The real climbing start
ed with a bang right from the belay point for the second lead.
Dave looked quizzically at me and took off over a buttress,
around a bend and led onto a smooth inside corner with not
too much slope. He continued up to the next belay point.
This lead was the most strenuous one of the climb, but there
are shorter, more strenuous pitches in the route. I came up
on the rope, then it was my turn. I looked up, the first
bulges—slight overhangs—were coming. I had a few wild
thoughts and started up cautiously. Then I was at the bulge.
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I paused for a minute to think this thing out, and then start
ed. Suddenly everything started to click and I felt absolute
ly stupendous. Over this bulge, up a steep slab, then over a
second bulge, a few moments of reconnoitering and finally the
next belay point. Then Dave took over. He was climbing in
top form and passed m e , continuing up to the next belay point.
And so we continued......
Toni and Keith were close upon our tail all the time.
Occasionally one rope or the other would have to wait when
the danger of rock-fall was Imminent.
After lunch, Toni and Keith took the lead. The climbing
In the upper portion Is not quite so steep but there are more
overhangs to contend with. Our rope climbed the final pitch
in moonlight. And at last we were on the summit.
The route had taken 9-10 hours for both ropes. I believe
that if two good climbers went into the route, with at least
one of them knowing i t , the climb could be done easily in 5-6
hours.
Party: Toni Cain, Keith Karr, Dave Brewer, Ken Baker.
Sept. 11

T

PINNACLE MTN. (10,Q72 )

Don Brown

Party: Dennis Holden, Don Brown
At 7 O 0 one clear and warm Sunday morning, Dennis Holden and
myself left the campgrounds at Moraine Lake. The Larch Valley
- Sentinel Pass trail took us to the base of our mountain from
which the Eiffel-Pinnacle col was gained by ascending a long
scree slope. Following the regular route, we traversed south
on a ledge (on the Larch Valley side) until we came to the
steep pitch where the remains of the lower fixed rope lay In
a pile. Roping up, (Dennis leading), we ascended this pitch
with little difficulty and then gained the ar^te. Climbing
diagonally upwards to the right, we reached the chimney in
the cliff of black rock, where there was a second fixed rope
- this one was secure. Dennis scaled this pitch slowly but
without too much difficulty and without using the fixed rope.
I followed, but had to use the fixed rope once to swing m y 
self into some holds. As Dennis said, "interesting, e h ? "
The summit was an easy walk from the fixed rope. The ascent
had taken us about 4j hours from Moraine Lake,
On top we ate, lazed around for over an hour, and put a
note in the hero can. Descending, we used the fixed rope in
the chimney, but rappelled the lower pitch by putting the
climbing rope through the rope loop that once held the fixed
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rope. Pitons were used twice on the climb; once as an anchor
for a belay, and once for safety when the first person rappel
led the lower pitch. Both were recovered. We.took it easy
returning to Moraine Lake as it was a fabulous afternoon, and
Larch Valley was beautiful with the bright yellow larch, green
heather, blue sky, and snow-spotted mountains.
CLIMBS IN THBi SOUTHERN,.CANADIAN. .ROCKIES

Dennis Holden

The Climber's Guide dismisses the southern area as hav
ing "few peaks worth climbing, many being rounded domes with
pony trails to the summits". Last summer I had the opportun
ity of spending one and a half months hiking and climbing in
the region between the U.S. border and Crow's Nest Pass.
During that time I never ran short of climbs that would be a •
challenge to any mountaineer or rock artist. Admittedly one
does not always take the obvious route to obtain the best
climbs, but certainly there are many, many excellent rock
climbs in the area. The following is an abbreviated descrip
tion of some of the peaks climbed In this area.
CROWSNEST

(9138')

An isolated peak north of Coleman, Crowsnest is appro
ached by a dirt road which heads north,passing on the west
side of the peak. A logging road and small creek were fol
lowed to a point beneath the first cliff band. An easy
rock scramble brings one to the Seven Sisters-Crowsnest col
from which a little more rock work gives access to the L
shale slope which leads to the summit. Our ascent from the
road took 3\ hours. The exposed cliffs were avoided on the
way down by using the chimney and couloir described in
route 1 of Thorington (pg. 4 ) .
Immediately to the north of Crowsnest lies a ridge of
pinnacles locally known as the Seven Sisters. With a little
hardware one could spend a very interesting weekend here.
ROULTHART

(8665')

This is a beautiful peak, to the north of the head of
Lynx Creek. Our climb was up the east face from Lynx
Creek. From the top of the ridge a shallow couloir leads
up to the exposed face, from here on holds are small but
sufficient to take one up to a small ledge. An overhang
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was

by-passed with a finger-tip traverse to the left. A good
crack and a 10' layback led to the last exposed pitch and then
to the summit. The ascent from Lynx Creek took three hours. A
long scree slope, a couloir, and a large snow patch made for a
rapid descent. Time: twenty minutes.
SYNCLINE

(8200')

This was climbed from the head of the Carbondale River.
A large couloir leads up from the north side to 200'
of nice
rock scrambling which brings one to the summit. Ascent time
for a lazy day was four hours. An easy climb down the eastern
ridge quickly brought us back into the larch stands and mea
dows.
FQRUM PEAK

(7922')

This mountain straddles the Alberta, B.C., U.S. border.
Our route from Cameron Lake led up open meadows to Adamlne
Ridge, then south along the ridge to the base of the rock.
Four hundred feet of easy rock climbing takes one to the sum
mit, and the cairn marking the three borders. Ascent time: a
couple of hours from the southern end of Cameron Lake.
MT.

GRANEELL

(8700')

Immediately north of the Waterton Lake townsite, was
situated this rather artificial climb because many of the
more interesting pitches could have been avoided. The route
started directly above the highway where a narrow slab leans
against the cliff. From there to the summit it was a matter
of picking what looked like the most intriguing route. The
three hour climb was good exercise and worth doing if only to
practice one's technique.
The following is a list of trails and peaks which I also
had a chance to look at and would recommend to anyone inter
ested In seeing the area.
CASTLE MT.
South of the South Gastle River, this is an Impressive
peak with some peculiar rock structures and interesting pitche

(9038')

MT. PARRAH
Quite a challenge when approached from the southeast side
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MT, ALEXANDER
A particularly impressive ridge leads to the summit from
the Red Rock Canyon side.
CRYPT LAKE
The trail to Crypt Lake is 2j fast hours from Waterton
Lake. This is an interesting area of caves, waterfalls, and
good fishing.
RED ROCK CANYON
One may make a circuit from Red Rock Canyon to South
Kootenay Pass, Twin Lakes, and back. Seventeen miles of mead
ows and small lakes.
LINEHAM LAKE
On the five mile trail to get to this lake one must
climb a waterfall. Recommended only on hot days.
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CLIMBS BY THE SELKIRK SECTION
Peaks
Sir Sandford
Dawson (Hasler)
Wheeler
Selwyn
Sir Donald
Iconoclast
Fox
Sorcerer
Beaver Overlook
Wotan
Gibraltar
Seraph
Toadstool
Unnamed
"Garnet Ridge"
traverse
"Variety" Pk.
"Prison" Pk.
"Compass"
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
"Haggard"

Altitude

Grade

11,590'

3
3
2G3

11,123'

11,033"
11,023
2-3
10,818'
3-4
10,630'
3-4
10,582'
3-<+
10,387'
3
9900'
2
9790'
2
9590'
4-5
9510*
1
9500'
4
9000-9500 3
9000-9500 ' 2-4
9350'
2-3
9246'
2
9038'
2
8847'
2
8600 •
2
8546'
2
8500'
2
1

"Spinster"
Sentry
Unnamed

8467'
8344'
8307'

1
1
2

"Melow" Pk.

7637'
7600'

3
2

Unnamed

Remarks
Palmer Creek by hour-glass
SE ridge by Deville Glacier
NE ridge - rotten rock
on descent from Dawson
NW are"te; descent normal
route
2nd ascent (?)
East Ridge
rubble-pile
2nd ascent(?); a long walk
Adamant Range
Adamant Range, granitic
snow walk
Adamant Range; granitic
1st

pk.NE of Cherub along
ridges; 1st ascent(?)
5 pks; 1st ascent (?)
immediately East of Icono
clast; 1st ascent (?)
enroute to Sorcerer
1st

on ridge NW of Bachelor
Pass
Dogtooth Range; Canyon Ck.

4 pks; Canyon Ck.
Canyon Ck.
Vertical north face; park
boundary; SE of Ventego
Lk.
1st ascent (?)
Survey station
Walk
SE of Golden, B.C.; Beaverfoot Range
conical limestone; North of
Moloch Ck.
Ganyon Ck.; Dogtooth Range.

Names in quotation marks are provisional until accepted by the
Board of Geographic Names.
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THE SELKIRK RANGE

John Ricker

During the summer, Gordy Antenbring and myself had the
good fortune to work under Dr. John Wheeler (ACC) of the Geo
logical Survey of Canada. Others in the party were: Pete Pox
(Queen's) and Dave Gilbert (Toronto).
Our objective was to continue geological mapping at a
scale of four miles to one inch in the area enclosed by
longitude and
N. latitude. The map area in
cluded the Columbia River from Kinbasket Lake to Golden. Its
borders reach the Lyell and Campbell Icefields In the Rockies,
the northern limit of the Battle Range and the Adamant and
Sir Sandford Ranges of the Selkirks. Glacier Park is contain
ed within the area.
The work was done mostly by backpacking supplemented by
a system of airdrops and caches set out in May. Food was
packed In grease pails which proved animal-proof. The con
tents of one pail were eaten but only because the lid had
popped off in the fall. Soft snow hampered our travel in
June during a preliminary trip in the Dogtooth Range. In July
the weather was excellent, and the snow melted rapi3ly so that
we had few delays in travel.
A knowledge of mountaineering was necessary in order to
map the region accurately. All of us except Dave had climbed
before. Under the direction of Dr. Wheeler, the rudiments of
rock and snow climbing were reviewed. All profited from his
instruction and with a summer of practice we gained much con
fidence.
During the field season many peaks of varying difficulty
were climbed for geological purposes. On occasional free
days others were climbed purely for pleasure. There is dif
ficulty in trying to combine serious climbing with serious
geology. It takes full concentration to do either. As a re
sult most of our climbs were by the easiest route.
For convenience the summer can be divided into four
sections: I. A Traverse Across the Northern Selkirks
II. Mt. Sir Donald
III. Glacier Circle
IV. Mt. Sir Sandford—Adamant Range

117°-ll8°

51°-52°
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I.

A TRAVERSE ACROSS THE NORTHERN SELKIRKS:

Our longest journey of the summer lasted 28 days, from
June 2 9 to July 26.
We were supplied by six airdrops. The
main route is shown on the map along with a few of the geolo
gical traverse routes. The procedure was to occupy camps at
the various airdrops from one to four or five days.
After, preliminary arrangements with the B.C. Forest
Service we set out late on June 29. They consented to ferry
us across the Columbia River from their Bush River summer sta
tion. This accomplished, we found ourselves in a dense jungle
of Devil's Club which choked the valley floor beneath cedars
and monstrous cottonwoods. Then we were attacked by the evervoracious mosquitoes. So the escape to treeline began immed
iately with appropriate oaths and wild slashing. However,
only a short distance was gained before nightfall.
The following day was one of great labour, pursuing the
creek to an amphitheatre just below the peak of Sentry Moun
tain. After a stormy evening and miserable third day the
weather cleared for the rest of the trip allowing us to con
tinue in comfort along the connecting ridges of the Esplanade
Range. Although much snow was still present (above 6500') it
was becoming solid and subsequently made walking easier.
"Garnet : Ridge (9200'-95OO')
July 5-6
At Cherub Glacier we were allowed a day of rest, which
was interpreted as an excuse to climb by Gordon (Anton) and
myself. Garnet Ridge, the divide between Comedy and Twilight
Creeks, has imposing vertical north faces on a group of sharp
peaks which end in the snowfield below Mt. Seraph. The name
we chose for its well-jointed garnet-bearing schist which pro
vides surprising climbing. On the southwest slopes much rub
ble accumulates but otherwise the rock was quite sound.
Our main concern was to climb Mt. ^Vertigo", the most
imposing of the peaks on the ridge, and then to traverse west
ward along the ridge as far as possible. We left camp at 6
a.m. on another fine, morning, crossing Cherub Glacier to the
ridge-shadowed slopes. Here the snow surface was hard. Hav
ing thoughtfully left our crampons In camp we continued, cut
ting steps into and up a diagonal snow gully which brought us
to the steep north face. We paused to puzzle over the route;
the face contained sheer rock wall except for a crack separ
ating east and west peaks, and a nearly vertical mixed rock
and ice slope. On it, rock blocks were piled six to ten feet
1

1
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high, having been spilt by frost wedging. We ehose the rock
pile and arrived oh the west peak forty minutes later.
The east peak appeared the most difficult; it stood fifty
feet above us, a slab of tower thinning out to a six foot
square summit platform. We attempted the west ridge reaching
a ten foot vertical joint which extended laterally to the
north and south faces. After some peculiar footwork, which I
did not comprehend, Anton was sitting On the summit grinning
at me. I too ascended, but not before several frustrated
attempts.
Route: From camp elev.
to the base of the
second gully--l hr. From gully to north face-2 hrs. North face route among rock blocks to
west summit—40 mins. West to east summit by
ridge—20 to 3 0 mins. Ascent: 4 hrs.
Lunch was consumed, a cairn built, and then we proceeded west
ward to "Twilight" Peak which is connected to Vertigo by a
snow ridge. We plodded up the ridge until it ended abruptly
on a cliff and we were then forced to traverse southward.
Another enjoyable but short rock climb brought us to the
peak about one hour from Vertigo east Peak.
As we continued our pace slowed, "Ennui" and "The
Sickle" were much simpler being soft snow walks. Both of us
became weary and returned to camp directly from "The Sickle"
tired but jubilant.
On July 6 John and myself revisited Garnet Ridge to
complete the geology. During this time the remaining ridge
was traversed. We encountered a succession of deep cracks
to climb on "Dante's"'Peak. During the descent of the peak
to the west a vertical wall halted us temporarily, but a
chimney was found which permitted a thirty foot descent.
Then it ended abruptly, above a precipice. However, two
ledges had conveniently arranged themselves allowing a tra
verse to the skyline—an easy escape.
We ended the day with a snow trudge to Mt. Seraph.
An excellent view of three prominent peaks was ours—Sir
Sandford, Sorcerer, and Iconoclast with a pale blue cast to
its northern snow slope. Far to the south: Rogers, Sir Don
ald and the peaks of Glacier Circle.

7500'

(10,630')

8

Iconoclast
July
The weather was holding well so we seized on an oppor
tunity to climb Iconoclast while en-route to Ventego L a k e 1
camping on a moraine at
one evening and leaving at 5

85OO
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the next morning. This gave us ample time to climb and reach
Ventego Lake airdrop the same day.
The northern slopes of Iconoclast are mostly Ice; In fact,
one glacier extends to the summit providing a broad highway.
However, we chose two of three possible rock routes on the
north side. Dave, John, and Pete took the rubble route; the
northwest ridge. Anton and myself decided to attempt one of
two north spurs, even avoiding the quartzite rubble in the
lower 300'.
To reach our spur a bergschrund was crossed using one of
several snow bridges. At 6 a.m. the frozen snow necessitated
step cutting—once again I had talked myself into leaving
crampons behind. The initial rock climb was tricky, with
cliffs containing some rotten rock, but the slope became pro
gressively gentler. Three hours later we reached the promin
ent summit ridge. We hacked steps along the top of the nor
thern glacier to reach the summit and its chilling breezes.
We found no sign of other climbs. The only previously
recorded ascent occurred in 1924. A party led'by Christian
Hasler, Jr. reached the summit from Ventego Lake by the east
ridge. Our descent was a walk on the northwest rubble ridge.
Ascent: 4 hrs. 40 mins.
Descent: l£ hrs.
The remainder of the day was spent moving camp to Ventego
Lake, a setting of austere cliffs and snow-covered moraines.
The lake was thawing, which was evident since a broad band of
water occupied its edge near the outlet waterfall. The treeline terminates just at lake level; despite this, firewood was
adequate.
Sorcerer (10,587')
July 15
One morning, Anton, John and I were relaxing on a col
overlooking Tangier Pass, discussing the domestic life of a
caribou herd just below us. We had left a high camp—a scene
of squalor--the past evening. Imagine: two tents pitched on
a sloping Isle of scree surrounded by snow, with raeltwater
coursing its way below the tent floor. In one tent, a pot
of stew Is wavering on its primus perch, a hand darts out,
but too late; the sole occupant of John's tent delivers a
blasphemous oath...the scene fades...oh, the tranquillity of
the mountains1!!
John decided that we should drop our packs below the col
and make a traverse towards Sorcerer, returning in the after
noon to carry our burden down to Tangier Pass.
Sorcerer has a sprawling glacier on Its southeast flank,

and the several quartzite ridges on the remaining surface ap
pear only to offer exercise. We decided to attempt it by the
south ridge and found only one difficult (= rotten) cliff.
Other than this, the ridge,proved only a long walk. At "pris
on" Peak Anton was feeling ill and decided to proceed down to
Tangier Pass and our airdrop. John and I continued for two
and a half hours before reaching the summit. John concentrat
ed on the geology, while I absorbed the view, especially the
imposing limestone of Mt. Moloch.
About 3 p.m. I heard shouts from Tangier Pass, three
miles distant. The cause of this was a grizzly rummaging In
the vicinity of our airdrops. Anton was able to take a few
pictures, then climbed a tree and tried to create a scare
with a resonating bellow but the bear remained unperturbed.
However, the unexpected and unruly appearance of Dave and Pete
returning from a three day side trip caused the grizzly to flee
in terror. At last we descended, starting on the soft snow
slopes to the east of our ridge approach and returning to the
ridge above the crevassed sections' of the main glacier.
Ascent: 5 hours from Prison Peak.
Descent: 3-| hrs. to Tangier Pass.
Several days later Anton and Pete made an ascent by the
west ridge rockpile with little to challenge them. At the
peak the snow had melted around the cairn sufficiently to
reveal an old cairn record which dated back to the surveyor
Howard Palmer in 1911, and included H.G. Gunning In 1928 and
Harris, the topographic surveyor, in 1929.
Homeward:
At Tangier Pass our journey reached its final stage.
The trip out by Tangier River, Farm and Bostock Creeks was
interrupted only by a short traverse into the Anstey-Moloch
region of grey and black limestone crags. The peaks here
are rarely visited.
An old mine road leads from Tangier Pass to Albert
Canyon on the main line of the C.P.R. We found it in pass
able condition in the forested sections as far as Farm Creek.
But in alder growth and at creek crossings it is completely
overgrown. From John's 1959 Selkirk journey the trail on
Farm Creek was difficult to locate. This year we took ad
vantage of a recent landslide approximately -J- mile north of
Farm Creek. It extends 1500' in elevation and is about 200
yards wide. The slide is best recognized by the mud and
drowned timber at its base. From the top of the slide It

M t . Dawson
M t . Selwyn
from Bishops Glacier

Photos: J. Ricker
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was an easy day to the horse trail on Bostock Creek and down
to the Flat Creek flag stop on the C.P.R. Here we were met
and taken to Glacier.
Our journey came to a close, a rigorous trip, but per
haps restorative in a sense. It also proved embarrassing. As
I became acclimatized I became more aware of the indecorousness of my posterior and at times it proved awkward backing
away from the local folk.
II.

MT. SIR DONALD

(10,8l8'J

July

29

After our arrival in Glacier we were treated royally by
a National Parks engineering camp which proved to be a useful
base of operation for several days. At the end of a week our
field work at Glacier was completed and we all thought that
Mt. Sir Donald looked like a worthy goal for a day of climb
ing.
We left the Illecillewaet Campground at 3 a.m. (near
the ACC hut). Unwittingly we took the wrong trail and found
ourselves on the opposite side of the Illecillewaet River to
Mt. Sir Donald. Furthermore, the expected bridge across the
river did not materialize. Thus we stumbled among the ald
er, cliffs, and boulders, finally fording a cool river at
dawn. Eventually the trail was found.
The Vaux Glacier drainage provides a creek bed which
we followed from the main trail to the medial moraine. At
the head of the moraine the west face rises sharply for
Our route skirted the base of it to the Uto-Sir
Donald col where we paused to rope up. I proceeded, second
on a rope with John leading and Dave last. Anton and Pete,
climbed on the other rope alternating leads.
The most difficult climbing occurs on the Initial and
final stages of the northwest arete. There are two steep
pitches on the initial ridge—one is overhanging. These
were avoided by crossing onto the east face where necessary.
The climb was less difficult than anticipated. Firm Hamlll
quartzite with handholds everywhere we reached, plus a wellexposed ridge produced a fine sense of achievement. The
summit was attained in 3 hours 15 minutes from the col. We
took time for relaxation in the hazy, warm sunlight. To
the south Glacier Circle lay in the depths below Mt.Macoun.
We descended by the Vaux Glacier route, dangerously laden
with loose rock. Difficulties were encountered in locating
the Feuz chimney and in descending over a gap between the

2800'.
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m a s s i f of Terminal Peak and Vaux G l a c i e r . The ordinary route
i s c e r t a i n l y a more dangerous and l e s s enjoyable climb than the
northwest a r ^ t e due to the abundance of scree on the l e d g e s .
A rapid g l i s s a d e down the Vaux G l a c i e r and a lower snowslope
brought us back to the campground in good time.
Route: Should follow t r a i l on northwest s i d e of I l l e c i l l e 
waet River l £ m i l e s ; up creek bed draining Vaux G l a c i e r on to
the Medial moraine (7800') — 3 h r s ; side h i l l to U t o - S i r Don
ald col (8800') — 45 mins.; northwest are^te to summit — 3
hrs,
15 mins.* Ascent: 7 h r s .
From the summit to Vaux
G l a c i e r — 2 h r s . 4^ mins. Vaux G l a c i e r to campground — 1 h r .
15 mins. Descent: 4 h r s .
+

*
+
III.

Route 3 — Thorington.
Route 1 — v a r i a n t b—Thorington
GLACIER CIRCLE:

For two weeks in August our party s p l i t . John, Dave, and I
v i s i t e d the G l a c i e r C i r c l e region while Anton was a s s i s t i n g Pete
on a t h e s i s p r o j e c t in the Adamant Range where they managed
a s c e n t s of G i b r a l t a r , Toadstool, and Mt. S i r Sandford.
G l a c i e r C i r c l e i s an immense p i t walled by hanging g l a c i e r s
and the peaks: Macoun, Fox, Selwyn, and Topham. The r e l i e f ex
tends from 3000' to 5000' with only one major break, t h i s being
an o u t l e t creek, to Beaver River. An upper l e v e l contains f o r e s t .
Recession of the D e v i l l e G l a c i e r has provided a f l o o r 15©' lower
with g r a d u a l l y advancing v e g e t a t i o n . The route Into G l a c i e r C i r c l e can be hazardous. The stan^'
dard one i s to follow the S i r Donald t r a i l proceeding to Perley
Rock, then a c r o s s the I l l e c i l l e w a e t Neve'
I f one does not keep
to the extreme e a s t e r n or western edge of the neve^ the over
hanging and v e r t i c a l c l i f f s above G l a c i e r C i r c l e w i l l make the
journey a s t o n i s h i n g l y d i f f i c u l t .
We chose the e a s t e r n route
j u s t under the c l i f f s of Mt. Macoun along a moraine to white and
reddish s t e e p rock s l o p e s . The camp for the e n t i r e t r i p was s e t
up on the south bank of the g l a c i a l stream which flows into a
moraine-blocked lake on the upper l e v e l . Food was supplied by
air drop hauled up from the lower l e v e l on the evening of our
a r r i v a l . The CPR cabin b u i l t In 1922 was s i t u a t e d near camp.
I t was in good condition although the roof may have needed r e 
pair.

Mt. Dawson (Hsisler Peak) (11,123')
Mt. Selwyn (11,02?*)
Aug. 8.
Rigorous days were upon u s . The safest exposures of
rock are found on the ridges. This meant long, long days in
order to combine the geology and essential mountaineering.
We were off and stumbling at 4 a.m. through the morainal
debris in the half-light which preceded dawn. By sunrise we
had scrambled up to the base of a cliff to the east of Deville
icefall. Since 19©2 when A.O. Wheeler originally mapped the
area, the Deville Glacier has vastly receded. The icefall was
formerly Impassable and could be avoided only by climbing M t .
Topham or by using the Asulkan-Donkln Passes.
In recent years a route up the cliff has been found. It
was an absorbing job (at first) with one main chimney-like
gully and a ledge system above. After several days the route
was memorized and climbing it became almost automatic. With
heavy loads or poor weather the rock could be difficult as a t 
tested b y the two pitons we found.
Above the Icefall crampons were necessary to cross the
crevassed Deville Glacier. Augustine and Cyprian came into
view with immense icefalls on the slopes east of them. A
gentle snow slope brought us to the head of the Bishop's Gla
cier with a view of the Dawson Range. We continued without
difficulty to the southeast ridge of Hasler Peak which is ex
posed in its upper half, but consists of scree and grey lime
stone below.
We roped up at the ridge and to avoid an initial cliff
traversed eastward onto a rotten limestone. The rotten rock
proved typical of the rest of the climb. Dave, being the
last m a n , displayed his agility in dodging all the debris
that I poured at him.
At 2:30 p.m. we were on the peak surrounded b y moun
tains: the northern Selkirks, the distant Bugaboos and the
Battle Range being the most intriguing, and below, the Inky
abyss of Glacier Circle.
The traverse to Selwyn was complicated only by an ob
noxious bergschrund. Eventually the bergschrund was crossed
where it intersected the Ha'sler-Selwyn ridges. It was 6 p.m.
by the time Selwyn was reached. A race began to Deville
icefall bypass because we had to descend It before dusk.
Selwyn's east ridge was laden with scree but was not diffi
cult. A snow slope gave u s a 1500' lightning glissade to
Deville Glacier. By 8 p.m. we were crossing the crevassed
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area above the I c e f a l l . Dusk was upon us at the top of the by
pass. All had difficulty in the chimney with the failing l i g h t .
But we were down at l a s t , trudging to camp in the darkness. I
r e c a l l the final moraine slope only by touch. When striding
toward the t e n t s , we tripped over the guy r o p e s - - i t was 10 p.m.
on a mild August evening.
Route : From camp across lower g l a c i e r to moraine on south
east side; along c r e s t of moraine to base of c l i f f s
beside i c e f a l l — i t h r s . Up c l i f f s — i h r . Westward
to Bishops col—3 h r s . Bishops col to Hasler Pk.—
4f h r s . Ascent: 10-11 h r s .
H*a*sler to Selwyn
east ridge to Deville Icefall-top—5 h r s . Deville
i c e f a l l to camp—ij h r s . Descent: 8 h r s .
(Descent: under Mt. Selwyn; Thorington, Route 2 ) .
Mt. Wheeler (11,033')
August 10
Another abominably early s t a r t ! I enjoyed a warm breeze
on the moraine and the glow of dawn outlining the Dogtooth
Range between Mts. Macoun and Topham with a p a r t i a l reflection
In t h e p l a c i d moralnal lake. This put the mind in a contempla
tive s t a t e approaching the ideal mental vacuum.
Above the i c e f a l l we kept to the east side of Deville Gla
c i e r crossing on the sun-cupped neve to the base of the north
east ridge. Here my contemplative s t a t e ceased. The ridge was
a mass of loose, slippery quartzite and s l a t e , requiring an
occasional belay. Only a blocky quartzite below the summit
provided a hundred feet of enjoyable climbing. From the peak
the vast recession of ice was typified by Thor Glacier, now
only an ablated remnant of i t s former size. We obtained excel
lent views of the granitic Battle Range and perhaps a g r a n i t i c
Mt. Purity.
The descent was an easy walk to Kllpatrick c o l . And then
an off-balance struggle ensued against the pitted melt surface
of the neve*.
Route: Gamp to i c e f a l l top—lj h r s . Top of i c e f a l l
(Deville) to base of northeast ridge to-summit
—4£ hrs.- . Ascent: 8-| h r s . Summit to KilpatrickWheeler col—1 h r . Col to camp—lj h r s .
Descent: 3i hrs.
Beaver Overlook (9911 )
August 12
For a mountaineer there ^ a b s o l u t e l y no reason to climb
this peak. I t i s not challenging.,-or Imposing; a snow slope
nearly leads to the summit. But for the geologist i t provided
1

an excellent view of the Beaver escarpment in the morning
light. So the trip was made to unravel the structure along
the rim from Topham to Beaver Overlook.

(10,582M
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Mt. Fox
August 13
Fortunately Mt. Fox was situated near camp so Dave and I
reasoned, therefore, that we should sleep in. However, the
idea met with little agreement from our party chief who had
three votes in these matters. But considering it was to be a
holiday, he compromised and so the ascent of the east ridge of
Mt. Fox began at 6.30 a.m.
The initial ridge contains
of blocky, firm
quartzite similar to that on the Deville icefall bypass route.
Above, the slope diminishes and is grass-covered. Higher up,
however, two steps occur on the ridge. Both can be avoided by
a traverse on the south side. Above the higher step the
ridge eases off again across a band of limestone rubble. The
uppermost part of the mountain Is composed of quartzite and at
this point the ridge offers interesting and exposed climbing
as it is firm, narrow and moderately steep. Strictly climbed,
the east ridge would compare with Sir Donald's northwest ar^te
in places, but the gentle slope to the south detracts Immense
ly from the climb.
We descended rapidly to the Ha*sler-Fox col on a sliding
rubble pile after attempting the south ridge. This ridge end
ed in a distinct drop-off, so a detour to the west was neces
sary. Once at the col the remainder of the descent was
straight down the Fox Glacier back onto the east ridge.
Ascent: 6 hrs, 2 0 mins.
Descent: 4 hrs.
On August 14 we climbed out of Glacier Circle, resolute
ly beginning the march to Glacier. It took an infinity to
cross the Illecillewaet neve, I looked forward to walking
downhill on a slight gradient since obviously we had walked
uphill most of the way in. But, obstinately, the ne*ve* refus
ed to co-operate and had somehow changed its position so
that once again I was plodding uphill. After eight hours we
arrived at the Illecillewaet Campground Just ahead of the
only storm in a week.
Any future geology students of. the VOC would profit
greatly from a summer with John Wheeler. He Is one of the
few geologists who Is keenly interested In mountaineering.

600'-700'
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Equipment;
1.
Community:
3 Black's Palomine Tents (with fly)
2 Primus stoves
axe
1 small saw
climbing ropes
1/4" rappel ropes
2.
Personal;
Black's Icelandic inner and outer sleeping bags
Air mattress
crampons
ice axe
rock hammer
2 pitons
2 carabiners
Brunton compass
Kelty or Trapper Nelson pack frame
Individual loads were about 6 0 lbs.

1

2-100' 7/l6"
2-200'
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